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PREFACE
As a result of interest inspired "by Dr. W. W. Charters
in a seminar in curriculums in 1919, this investigation was under-
taken. The need for proj ect-curriculums and project-texts es-
pecially in vocational agriculture has followed the growth of
secondary agricultural education under the provisions of the Smith-
Hughes Act.
In addition to the aid of Dr. Charters, who continued
his interest in the problem after leaving the University, the
writer wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Dr. B. R. Buckingham,
Dean C. C. Chadsey and Mr. A. G. Capps of the College of Education.
He is also greatly indebted to Prof. W. C. Coffey for assistance
and counsel in the technical phases of the problem. Other members
of the faculty of the College of Agriculture, who gave technical
advice were: Drs. Robert Graham, H. R. Schwarze, and I. B. Boughton
of the Animal Pathology Division; Mr. Sleeter Bull of the Animal
Husbandry Department, Dr. W. L. Burlison of the Farm Crops Division,
Prof. W. P. Handschin of the Department of Farm Organization and
Management, and Mr. W. J. Hampdon, the University shepherd. Mr.
Wood, a practical sheep feeder of Champaign County, Mr. V. D. Comp,
Principal of the St. Joseph High School, Mr. P. E. Kinney '20,
College of Agriculture, and Mr. White, a lumber dealer of St.
Joseph also rendered valuable assistance.

Last but not least of all, the writer wishes to express
to seven young men of the St. Joseph High School, his appreciation
of their interest, consideration and helpfulness which made his
association with them no small part of the joy of this work. Their
names are: Jesse Archer, Willard Hayworth, Freeman Wolfe, Gerald
Fisher, Ralph Ems, Arthur Leas, and Lawrence Denhart.
With the splendid cooperation the writer has enjoyed,
he feels that any defects of the study must be attributed solely to
him.
James Henry Greene
The University of Illinois
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CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL BEGINNINGS OF AGRICULTURAL PROJECT-CURRICULUMS
The Earliest Curriculum and Its Subsequent Modification
Bobbitt(l) defines the curriculum as "That series of
things which children and youth must do and experience by way of
developing abilities to do well the things that make up the affairs
of adult life; and to be in all respects what adults should be. M
The earliest curriculum was a vocational one. When the savage
went on the hunt he took his son along as soon as he was old enough
to go and taught him how to use the rude weapons of warfare as the
need arose and under actual conditions . Increasing complexity of
the problems encountered by the head of a family under modern con-
ditions of civilization has made this method impossible for two
reasons, viz: the average parent no longer has the time to devote
to such a type of education and he is no longer capable of in-
structing his children in all the necessary fields of knowledge.
(l) BobbitJ, Curriculum p. 42. This definition from the viewpoint of
the educator takes no account of content, that is subject-
matter. The educator is interested in knowing what subject-
matter is necessary to control the doing and the experiencing
of this "series of things." This study is concerned with this
very question and from this viewpoint, the definition may be
open to criticism. See page Q.

2This break-down in the efficiency of the family as the sole agency
of directed education made necessary the organization of the school.
The earliest elementary and secondary schools naturally
attacked those educational problems which the home could not solve.
The fact that these problems were largely intellectual; in the
simplest form, mastering the technique of reading, writing, and
arithmetic and perhaps the contents of a few books, precluded any
comparison between methods of learning JLn school and learning out
of school. The child still continued to learn many things in the
atmosphere of the home and of the world at large. Then the com-
plexities of civilization reached the work-a-day world. Industry,
business, agriculture found that it could no longer successfully
train its workers and in its attempt to fix the responsibility,
blamed the school for failure properly to train individuals for
participation in life's work-a-day activities. In many ways the
charges were unjust, but they served to stimulate the school to a
rigid self-examination of curricula and technique.
Agricultural science and investigation got far ahead
of practice; food production could not keep up with increases in
population; crop yields were decreasing and young people were
leaving the farms. One of the remedies which seemed to possess
some degree of merit, was to introduce agriculture into the
elementary and secondary schools. At first it was taught from a
text book, as were other subjects, and some laboratory work was
added, an idea borrowed from the sciences. This procedure soon
laid the agricultural curriculum open to severe criticism. It was
found that there was too wide a gap between the text -book , reci -
tation agriculture and the agriculture which the pupil should use

in the, field . In attempting to solve the problem of bringing these
two together the project method of teaching was evolved. (2)
Two Important Movements
It is not possible on account of space considerations,
nor is it necessary in view of the main topic of this study, to
discuss all of the movements which culminated in the acceptance of
the project as a valuable method and "specific" for teaching agric-
ulture and a recognition of the need for Pro.i ect -Curriculums . A
consideration of the splendid practical work in agriculture carried
on in various reformatory and charitable institutions, the school
farms and gardens and many other similar movements which have
attracted more or less attention are purposely omitted because of
the fact that this form of agricultural education was not of the
project type as we now conceive it. The pupils were not working
on small units, for which they were solely responsible and the
economic return from which was their own.
In considering the beginnings of agricultural education
in the United States, the Farmers* Cooperative Demonstration Work
conducted by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the General
Bducation Board, and the Massachusetts Plan of Vocational Agric-
ultural Education are two movements of great historical importance
from the viewpoint of the main problem of this dissertation.
The Farmers* Cooperative Demonstration Work
This was an agricultural movement originally designed
for adult farmers and home-makers in the southern states. When
the General Education Board decided to employ some of its funds in
(2) The teaching of industrial work was also a factor.

Aan effort to improve the educational facilities of the South, it
found that what was needed first was an "agricultural uplift." The
principal crop, cotton, was threatened by the boll-weevil. The
U. S. Department of Agriculture was waging a campaign against this
pest and for a time the two agencies joined forces. The leader of
the work was Mr. Seaman A. Knapp, the founder of the "demonstration
method of extension teaching." He preached the gospel of diversifiec
farming and was the author of the following Ten Commandments of
Agriculture:
The Ten Agricultural Commandments (3)
1. The removal of all surplus water on and in the soil
2. Deep fall plowing; and in the South a winter cover crop
(oats, etc.)
3» The best seed, including variety and quality
4. Proper spacing of plants
5. Intensive cultivation and systematic rotation of crops
6. The judicious use of barn yard manures, legumes, and com-
mercial fertilizers
7. The home production of the food required for the family and
for the stock
8. The use of more horse power and better machinery
9. The raising of more and better stock, including the cul-
tivation of grasses and forage plants
10« Keeping an accurate account of the cost of farm operations
The Farmers' Cooperative Demonstration Work was
launched in 1904. (4) Its method of work was first to secure a
demonstrator in each community. He would plant, tend and harvest
his crop under the direction of the paid district or county agent
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and thus demonstrate to
his neighbors the best methods of growing a particular crop and its
results. The incredulous neighbors might well question the book
(3) Report of General Education Board, 1902-1$14, p. 29. This is
of interest as being an early, unconscious attempt at what is
called a "Project Outline," and was the fore-runner of the
type of agricultural extension and agricultural education
leaflets at present in use.
(4) U. S. Dep't of Agric. B.P.I. 741, p. 1.

5knowledge of the paid expert , but it was difficult to dodge the
living, growing answer on the neighbor's farm. From the very first
many boys were enrolled as demonstrators, and the idea of con-
necting this work with school work was advanced. Thru the joint
efforts of school and government officials, county clubs of demon-
strators were formed. Demonstration plots of corn and cotton were
grown by each member. Later^ pig and other livestock demonstrations
were introduced. Similarly, canning clubs of girls were organized.
Each club member received printed instructions relating to the work
of his demonstration and was required to keep records, financial
and otherwise, of its progress and results. A report was required
at the end of the crop season. The boy or girl was at first only
a means to an end - namely, the conversion of father and mother.
The popularity of the work grew, however, and Congress was pre-
vailed upon to give financial aid for its extension to the North.
Here the work was more closely affiliated with the schools and in
at least one case (5) was made a part of the school curriculum.
Altho the work approached the aspects of formal education in only
a few cases, it has had a profound effect in laying the foundation
for formal agricultural education of secondary grade, and even now
is supplementing it and extending it. mhile much discussion has
been provoked by proponents of both agricultural extension and
agricultural education groups as to credit for this or that idea,
it is now clearly recognized that the fields are distinct but have
a common middle ground. The "demonstration work" of the agric-
ultural extension forces of the south contributed ideas to the
15} Cook County, Illinois.
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"project work" oi' the agricultural education forces and to ao.ae
extension workers in the north who have likewise used the term
project. (6)
The Massachusetts Plan Of
Vocational Agricultural Education
In January 19 11 a commit t ee composed of Dr. David Snedden,
Mr. C. A. Prosser and Mr. R. W. Stimson made a special report to
the Massachusetts Legislature on Agricultural Education. In this
report the word "project" appears. "Dr. Snedden remembers using
the term 'project 1 in a committee discussion of the National
Education Association in 1908-1909 in connection with manual
training proposals; thinks he insensibly carried the word over to
discussion of a vocational school unit of work; and in a letter
dated April lp, 1918, wrote to tne author: 'I am quite sure that
the use of the words project and home project both began in the
early days of the work of yourself, Mr. Prosser and myself in
Massachusetts. 1 " (7)
As a result of Mr. Stimson* s experience in the Smith
Agricultural School and as agent of the Massachusetts State Board
of Education in charge of agricultural education, he brought out
what is known as the Massachusetts Plan in which work in secondary
agriculture is based on home projects. In collaboration with other
Massachusetts agricultural teachers, outlines for various projects
have appeared.
( 6 ) Correspondence in the writer's possession from Mr. Bradford
Knapp, in charge of federal Agricultural Extension Work in the
South, son of Seaman A. .Knapp, and from R.W. Stimson, the
founder of the Massachusetts Plan of Vocational Agriculture,
makes clear that the term "project," as used in t-iis dissertation,
was first used in connection with agricultural education rather
than agricultural extension work.
(7) Vocational Agricultural Education by Home Proj ects ,St imson,pp39>40«

These project outlines consist of two parallel columns
of questions, the one, "Guiding Questions for Planning tnis Project
the other, "Guiding Questions for Studying and Understanding this
Project." Under the second heading are found questions intended
to arouse problems in the mind of the pupil. These are apparently-
arranged in psychological order as it would appear to the in-
structor they would be encountered in the course of the project.
Following some of these questions are numbers which refer to pages
in certain books, which will assist the student in reaching a
satisfactory solution of his problem. A key is likewise provided
in which all standard reference books used are given numbers.
Limitat ions of The Massachusetts Pro.i ect £mtli.nes
Aside from the general directions as to basing the out-
line on questions (8) which require "study, thinking and perfectly
explicit written or oral replies," making the outline, "full enough
to cover the project needs of every boy in the class," and the
inclusion of short units of related study, no description of the
technique of outline making is given. While the comparison is nut
a fair one in many ways, the experience of history teachers in
sending pupils to various books for source material has not, on the
whole, been successful. These facts raise the question of the need
for a description of scientific project-making and the preparation
of texts on this basis in which pertinent material from various
sources is compiled in attractive form.
18} Stimson, Vocational Agricultural Education by Home Project,
p. 411.

8The Development of The Pro.i ect as an flducat ional Concept
Sneddon (9) described the project roughly as "a unit
of activity resulting in purposeful, concrete achievement." Both
Randall (10) and Dennis (ll) have made distinctions between pro.i ecte
problems , and exercises . Charters (12) has defined the project
as "a complex unit of work taking place in its natural setting,
"
which definition has finally been best worded by Stevenson (13)
as "a problematic act of considerable complexity carried forward
to completion in its natural settings M
Kilpatrick (14) on the other hand considers the project
as a whole-hearted, purposeful activity proceeding in a social
environment. Here we find the emphasis shifted from concrete
ob.i ective achievement to a unit of work involving whole-hearted ,
purposeful activity.
Woodhull (15) considers the project as "growth based
upon the meeting of difficult ies
.
H
It is not necessary for the purposes of this disser-
tation to enter into the relative merits of the project as re-
stricted by Charters and Stevenson, and the broad general concept
*project* as voiced by Kilpatrick, Woodhull and others. Altho
there may be some questions as to the value of the project in all
19) Snedden, Project as a Teaching Unit, School and Society, IV,
,
PP. 419-23
.
(10
J
Randall, N. E. A. 1915, pp. 1009-12.
(11) Dennis, Home Project in Secondary School Agriculture, N.B.A.,
1916, pp. 622-626.
(12) Charters, Project in Home Economics Teaching, Journal of Home
Economics, X, pp 114-119, March * 18.
(13) Stevenson, Project Method of Teaching, Thesis, University of
Illinois 1918, p. 136.
(14) Kilpatrick, Project Method, Teachers College Record, XIX, pp
,
319-335, Sept. »18.
( 15) Woodhull, Project Method in the Teaching of Science, School
and Society, VIII, pp 41-44, July 13, »l8.

9fields, those who feel that it has decided limitations agree that
it is especially adapted to the needs of agricultural instruction.
From the agricultural viewpoint, the definition of Stevenson is
admirably adapted to conditions that obtain in that field, since
concrete
.
obj ective
,
achievement is stressed in an agricultural
proj ect.
One other point is of interest in connection with the
use of the project. Bobbitt(l6) states that the technique of the
project method requires that in teaching
;
the major attention be
given to what he has called the antecedent perforrnance rather than
to the ob.i ective or culminat ing performance * The pro.i ect method
also requires that the antecedent activities be performed by the
students.
With the project as a well-defined educational concept
and the work performed by Stimson and others in project outline-
making as a basis, it seems possible to make a curriculum in some
field of agriculture which will conform to the principles laid
down by the educational philosopher and will go beyond and improve
upon the work of the project-outline maker,
A Statement of the Present Problem
The function of subject matter according to Chart ers( 17)
is to solve problems, satisfy needs, remove dissatisfactions and
(18)
overcome difficulties. A pro.i ect -curriculum is an organ izat ion of
such sub.i ect-matter as jls necessary to direct the thinking and
(16) Bobbit^ Curriculum, p. 32.
(17) Charters, Methods of Teaching, p. 42.
(18) The term' proj ect-curriculum 1 is used to distinguish it from a
curriculum in the same field organized on a systematic basis
and which would differ radically in content.
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act ion essent ial for the successful completion of the pro.j ect .
Such a curriculum will necessarily invade various organized fields
of knowledge, for the explanation of the solutions of the problems
encountered, furthermore, it will "be necessary in making such a
curriculum, to determine just how far to go in search of reasons
or basic facts before "working units" which can be comprehended
and utilized by the pupils are reached,
A sheep project was chosen involving the following
general operations:
1. The purchase of breeding stock
2. The breeding of the ewes
3. Their care and feeding before, during and after
lamb ing
4. The care and feeding of the lambs
5. The marketing of the surplus stock
The problem of the investigation may be stated as
consisting of five parts:
1. The determination of all the problems likely to
arise in such a sheep project.
2. The determination of the solution or solutions of
the problems.
3. The collection of the subject-matter which provides
the basic facts upon which the solutions depend.
4. The teaching of the curriculum and the checking
up of the subject matter to determine -
a. Vfoether or not all problems and practical
solutions have been included.
b. Whether or not "working units" of subject
matter in either solutions or basic facts
have been reached.
5. The analysis of the pro.j ect-curriculum thus
obtained to determine the nature of the subject-
matter and what related subj ect -mat ter is
required . (19)
(19)This has been arbitrarily limited to definitely recognized field!
of agriculture and such high school subjects as may generally be
t;Qnnpdftri to havft an intimate relation.
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CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE IN MAKING THE PROJECT CURRICULUM
The Determination of Aims
The steps in curriculum making suggested by Charters! 20
start with the determination of life objectives toward which man
is striving and their analysis into secondary objectives of work-
able size. A beginning in setting up such aims for high school
curricula has been made by a committee of the 1919 Illinois High
School Conference of which Mr. J. L. Sandwick is chairman. This
committee set up the aims of Health, Wealth, Association and Beauty
which had been derived somewhat as Charters suggested by the
scientific method, altho the group wnich was appealed to for
opinions was small. The committee further designated specific sub-
jects which were to realize certain of these objectives.
Vocational Subjects in such a plan, of course, are
designed to realize the aim of Wealth . Wealth . however, is too big
an objective to use. By a process of analysis we could separate
all of the ways by which Wealth is acquired. Among these we will
find sheep husbandry . But Wealth does not tell us what to include
in a curriculum in sheep husbandry. Analysis shows us that in a
(20) Charters, What Has Thus Far Been Accomplished and What is
Now Available Por Adjusting School Curricula, Proceedings
Illinois High School Conference, ' 18, p. 26.
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sheep raising enterprise such as we propose to undertake, the
factor of profit is the important one from the standpoint of wealth.
Further analysis of profit brings out economy of production and
Talue of production * The value of the mutton and wool produced and
th e cost of pro due ing them are then secondary objectives of work-
able size. Our next step is to find all the factors which make for
value and cost of production. A calendar of all the operations to
be carried out in the project will contain such factors and is then
the next step in the analysis.
Since the Sandwick committee referred to above made
its report, a comment on its procedure has appeared (21) in which
two criticisms are made. First, it is argued that the aims set up
are abstractions which require interpretation. If the determination
of educational aims is to be entirely a cold-blooded affair of
scientific method, preponderance of opinion will represent tradition,
class-feeling or both. If Wealth
. uninterpreted, is to be the aim
of this curriculum, it will mean that it might include subject-
matter relating to dishonest means of marketing animals or wool.
The second criticism is that every subject contributes to the
realization of these and any other neasonable aims which may be set
up. The aims are simply hints as to the directions in which the
subject should be developed.
The solution of the difficulty, states the writer,
is to use the ideal which philosophy has set up for education. This
ideal may be stated as 'enabling the child to understand his every-
day life in its widest possible setting.' By using this principle
121) Bode, Educational Aims and Scientific Method, School and
Society, XI, p. 38, Jan. 10, '20.
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we can better interpret wealth or any other aim which we may set up.
In the present case, if we include in the curriculum not only such
factors as will make for value and economy of production but also
have a wide social setting it is readily apparent that we shall
rule out dishonest practices.
If we accept this amendment, it will not be necessary
to make any change in our procedure. We shall expect that our
curriculum will contribute to all or any aims which we may set up;
and we shall be justified in stressing certain of these aims in
order to develop our curriculum along certain lines. As Charters
has pointed out, (22) it is possible to begin at any point in his
"Curriculum Steps" and make assumptions as to those preceding.
Without attempting in any way to establish the val-
idity of the ultimate aims set up by the Sandwick committee, they
have been assumed, arbitrarily, to be the ultimate aims of our
curriculum. As has been indicated, we shall stress Wealth and take
for our proximate aims under Wealth . Value and Cost of Production .
The accompanying diagram shows the possible relationships of the
curriculum to other aims. Their realization is more a result of
method than of curriculum content, and hence a mere study of our
curriculum may not reveal the presence of material calculated to
realize them. It will be noted that it is therefore possible to
subsume our curriculum under the system proposed by Sandwick and
amended by Bode.
(22) Charters, What Has Thus i?ar Been Accomplished and What is
Hon Available For Adjusting School Curricula. Proceedings
Illinois High School Conference, *l8 - p. 26.
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As has been stated the next step after the deter-
mination of secondary objectives of workable size is the making
of a calendar of operations. This corresponds to Charters* step
of "determining the best practice of the race."
ilaking A galendar Of Operations
The seasonal outline of operations in sheep husbandry
from the purchase of breeding stock in September to the sale of
surplus lambs in July, given in Extension Circular 27 of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, was used as a point
of departure. This was amplified with the assistance of Prof. W. C.
Coffey, and was based upon experience obtained by the author in
working for several months at the University sheep barns, and upon
personal observations of sheep clubs conducted in various parts of
the state.
Space does not permit of the reproduction of this
calendar in entirety. The main headings of this calendar and the
sub-topics under the first heading are here reproduced. The reader
will observe that details in the form of sub-topics are only given
for the topic, "Locating, Selecting and Purchasing Breeding Stock."
Similar details have been worked out in the case of other topics
but they are omitted in the interest of brevity.
Calendar of Operations
I. Locating, Selecting and Purchasing Breeding Stock
1. Determine whether pure-bred or grade ewes are to be pur-
chased and if grades, whether natives or westerns.
2. If native ewes are to be purchased, ascertain by inquiry
the breeders of sheep in the community.

l6
3
.
If suitable ewes are not found in this way, ascertain
from the County Agricultural Adviser the breeders of
sheep in the county.
visit unese hocks in company witii an experiences sneep
man.
5. Look out for announcements of sheep sales. Visit sales.
Note ads in paper.
LO. If suitable ewes are not located in the ways described
in (3) and (4), write to the state agricultural college
or a reliable livestock journal for the names of the
nearest reliable sheep breeders.
ri/ t Visit such flocks as can be conveniently reached.
QO. If ewes are to be purchased on the market, either natives
or westerns, ascertain from some reliable stockman in
whom you have confidence, the names of reliable com-
mission firms at the nearest largest market center*
Qy» Select ewes with the following characteristics i -
a. Well grown, healthy and spirited
b. Sound in mouth and milking organs
c. From one to four years old
d. Covered with dense coats of marketable wool
e. Uniform in size and breeding
f. Straight in body lines and showing capacity for
feed
g. Not over-fat
10 • Purchase ewes, paying cash if possible* If money is to
be borrowed it should be secured on fair terms. Reliable
commission firms or breeders may be trusted to secure
suitable animals. Be sure to give definite instructions
concerning type desired.
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11. Determine breed of ram to be U3ed. This should be
a pure-bred and of the mutton breed which pre-
dominates in ewes, if any predominates.
12. Locate breeders of desired breed by same methods as in
the case of ewes.
13. Select rams to be used according to following sug-
gestions : -
a. A pure-bred
b. Bold in head features and strong in con-
stitution
c. Active, vigorous, and from one to three years
old
d. Symmetrical and evenly developed
e. Covered with firm flesh
f. Strong and straight in his legs
g. Evenly covered with a den3e fleece
14. Purchase or hire one ram of desired breed and type for
each 35 or 50 ewes to be bred.
15. Drive ewes from farm where purchased or from rail-
road stock yards, where unloaded, to pasture.
II. Getting the animals into breeding condition and breeding
them.
III. Preparing quarters and a stock of feed for winter.
IV. Caring for the pregnant ewes.
V. Making preparations for lambing.
VI. Care of ewe and lamb at lambing time.
VII. Starting the lambs on feed. Docking and castrating.
VIII. Early pastures. Shearing, care and sale of wool.
IX. Care of flock on summer pastures.
X. Weaning of lambs and sale of surplus stock.
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Cast Ing The Calendar Of Operat ions
Into ^ Series Of Problems and Sub - Problems
The next step after the completion of this outline was
to cast the material into a series of problems each of which in
turn was analyzed into a number of sub-problems. Since the project
is a "problematic act," (23) it is really a series of problems to
be met and solved by the pupil.
The Calendar of Operat ions as given above was cast
into the following ten problems :-
I. To locate, select and purchase breeding stock.
II. To get the animals into breeding condition and to breed
them.
III. To prepare winter quarters and to lay in a stock of feeds.
IV. To care for the pregnant ewes.
V# To prepare for lambing.
VI. To care for the ewe and lamb at lambing time.
VII. To start the lambs on feed and to dook and castrate them.
VIII. To provide early pastures; to shear the flock and to care
for and sell the wool.
IX. To care for the flock on pasture.
X. To wean the lambs and sell the surplus stock.
.Finding the^ Solutions For the Problems
The next step was to enumerate opposite each sub-
problem the possible solution or solutions. In many cases both
problem and solution were included in the calendar of operations
made at first; in other cases it was necessary to consult books,
(23) Stevenson, Project Method of 'leaching, Tbesis, University of
Illinois »l8, p. 136.

articles, and bulletins. In addition experts in various (24)
departments of the College of Agriculture were called upon for
assistance. If the syllabus making had stopped at this point,
the curriculum would have been a "rule of thumb" affair. In order
that the pupil may be prepared to apply "old experience to new
situations" something more is necessary. Bobbittsays (25):-
MThe large educational tasks relate to developing understanding
rather than operative skill.
"The work of the farmer affords a good illustration.
Raising a crop of corn, for example, presents the problem of con-
trolling a large number of independently variable factors. Soil
ingredients, lime, nitrates, phosphates, sand, clay, moisture,
so il oxygen, weeds, quality of seeds, temperature, light, plant
parasites, and a number of others. For each factor in a given
situation, there is one optimum degree of strength; if its in-
fluence is either too weak or too strong, the crop is lessened.
He must see each factor in its separate working in order to control
it. Most of them are invisible or indistinguishable to the eye
of sense; they are to be seen only by the inner eye of technical
(24) The following individuals rendered such assistance:- W. C.
Coffey, Professor of Sheep Husbandry, Mr. Hampdon, the
University shepherd, Mr. Wood, a veteran sheep feeder, as well
as Mr. Sleeter Bull of the Animal Nutrition Division, Drs.
Graham, Schwarze and Boughton of the Animal Pathology Div-
ision, Dr. W. L. Burl is on of the Agronomy Department, and
Professor W. F* Hands chin of the Parm Management and
Organization Department.
(25) Bobbitl} Curriculum, p. 72.
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agricultural science. The trained farmer has this inner light and
this inner vision. He can see and control the factors so as to
secure his sixty or one hundred bushels per acre, while his un-
seeing rule-of- thumb neighbor secures only his twenty-five or
forty bushels. The difference is not mainly due to a greater amount
of manual labor or of operative skill; but to the ability to see
the conditions requiring control and a knowledge of the adjustments
that are best under the conditions."
,,- "Such is possible when the farmer knows not only the
solution to the particular problem presented, but the basic facts
or principles upon which not only this particular solution, but
many others may depend. The possession of this knowledge marks off
the scientific farmer from his rule-of- thumb neighbor." Dewey
says (26) "The perplexing situation must be sufficiently like
situations which have already been dealt with so that pupils will
have some control of the means of handling it. A large part of
the art of instruction lies in making the difficulty of new pro-
blems large enough to challenge thought, and small enough so that
in addition to the confusion naturally attending the novel elements,
there shall be luminous familiar spots from which helpful sug-
gestions may spring." --------------A well trained mind is one
that has a maximum of resources behind it, so to speak, and that
is accustomed to go over its past experience to see what they yield.'
And again, (27) "the demand for such education as will acquaint
workers with the scientific and social bases and bearings of their
(26) Dewey, Democ'racy and Education, pp 184 - lb?.
(27) Ibid pp. I84-I85.
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pursuits becomes imperative, since those that are without it in-
evitably sink to the role of appendages to the machines they
operate. M
binding The Basic Pqcts U^on Which The Solutions Depend
The third step in the making of the syllabus consisted
therefore in setting down in a third column opposite each solution
the basic facts or principles on which the solution is based. This
was a more difficult matter. These basic facts were found to fall,
quite generally, under three headings:- 1. Experimental data
2. Opinions of experts 3. Best recognized practices. The question
of how far back one must go to find a bas ic fact could not be an-
swered arbitrarily at this point in the investigation. In general,
this tentative criterion was set up: when reliable experimental
data felt to be intelligible to early adolescents was reached, the
search was stopped. If the basic fact proved to be simply a
recognized practice with no experimentally derived facts underlying
it, of course the quest for principles could go no further. There
was a constant danger of bringing in additional facts which altho
valuable for more mature students might confuse high school pupils.
Inasmuch as several fields of knowledge were invaded,
it was impossible for the writer to judge of the scientific worth
of the facts. He therefore had recourse to the experts (28) in
the several fields who carefully reviewed this material and made
necessary changes. In many cases experimental data were ruled out
as being unscientific, necessitating a further search for new
(28) See foot-note, page 19.

c.2
material. In some cases, the college authority disagreed with the
opinion of the author of some standard work. Wherever this
occurred, with the consent of the college authority "both opinions
were presented.
Summary of Steps in ProJ ect - Curriculum Construction
The technique of project-curriculum construction may
then be sumioarized as follows :-
1. List in sequential order, all the planning and action
which is likely to become necessary in the course of
the project. This is called the calendar of operations.
2. Cast this calendar of operations into a series of pro-
blems, each problem analyzed into a number of sub-
problems .
3. Set up a three-column table. In the first column, place
the problems and sub-problems.
4. In the second column, opposite each sub-problem place
its solution or solutions in case more than one is
possible. The solutions are in conformity with the
best practice in sheep husbandry.
5. In the third column opposite each solution, place the
baBic facts upon which such solution depends, unless
the solution is itself a basic fact. These will in-
clude :-
a. Pacts based upon experimental evidence
b. Opinions of experts
c. Best recognized practices
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The project-curriculum was not complete, however, when
this point had been reached. There was no surety that the problems
listed included all those of a minor nature which might be en-
countered by an average high school class. Neither could it be
positively stated that all possible solutions had been suggested.
The question of whether or not "working units" in the basic facts
and principles had been reached could not be determined by methods
of speculation. It could not become a curriculum until it was
taught. The project-curriculum constructed according to the tech-
nique described in this chapter is given in complete form in the
chapter which follows.
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CHAPTER IV
THE TEACHING SITUATION IN WHICH
THE PROJECT-CURRICULUM WAS DEVELOPED
In securing a place to teach the sheep curriculum,
certain practical considerations had to he taken into account* First
it was necessary to find a place where sheep raising was somewhat
developed as a farm enterprise. Under such conditions one would
expect to find the element of native interest present, and sur-
roundings such as would tend to make the projects profitable.
Second, the school must be located close enough to the University
to enable the writer to pursue his other University studies, give
him access to library facilities and provide opportunity for fre-
quent conference with members of the University faculty. Third,
a school must be found, the authorities of which could find a place
in the course of study for such a rather highly specialized agric-
ultural curriculum.
The Village
A school meeting these three requirements was found at
St. Joseph, Illinois, twelve miles east of the University. A rail-
road, interurban line and brick and oiled road contributed to its
accessibility. The school is situated in a village of about one

thousand inhabitants. There are two banks, nine stores, one lumber-
yard and two elevators. The sole place of amusement is a moving
picture house; there is one confectionery store and ice cream
parlor, but no pool room. The religious life of the village and
surrounding country is ministered to by three churches; one Meth-
odist and the other two Christian churches. (177) In addition to
the usual church societies, the social life of the community is
centered in a Modem Woodman Lodge, a K. of P. Lodge and a Woman's
Club. This brief characterization of the village is given in order
to show that the community center upon which the rural patrons of
the school and their families depended for at least part of their
social life 3 was essentially typical. There seems to be no abnormal
social conditions present which would militate in any way against
the work of the school.
The Agricultural Community
The State of Illinois can be divided into six areas on
the basis of the principal types of farming followed. (178) Cham-
paign County, in which St. Joseph is located, is in the East
Central Illinois area which is covered by the early Wisconsin
glaciation. The major type of farming is corn and oats and the
minor type is draft horses and mixed farming . St. Joseph is located
in the east central part of Champaign County.
CT77] Separated on accourTT of proverbial early differences over
church musical instruments.
(178) These areas practically coincide with the several glaciated
and the unglaciated areas as mapped by Leveret t and show that
differences in soil types result in differences in types of
farming.
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Our interest in the agricultural community from the
view-point of this dissertation is two-fold. First, it may be
necessary to demonstrate clearly that sheep husbandry is or should
be one of the agricultural enterprises of the community before its
inclusion in the high school agricultural curriculum can be just-
ified. The argument may be advanced that we are not sure that the
boys who graduate from the high school will be citizens of this
community and we are therefore not justified in using the "needs
of the community" as a criterion. This question was considered in
connection with the aims of the curriculum; it is sufficient to
state here that it is the opinion of some authorities that sheep
husbandry has a place in any system of diversified farming and
since this type of farming is more prevalent than any other, the
question is answered.
There may be another reason, however, for showing
clearly that sheep husbandry is a chief agricultural interest. In
order to determine how well the curriculum helps the pupil to
solve his problems, it should be tried out where the industry is
developed to the extent that those engaged in it are alive to its
problems. It is also fully understood that the success of the
project method of teaching vocational agriculture depends upon the
cooperation of the home and the interest of the community.
It is difficult to characterize a community in such a
way as to bring out the points enumerated above. The census data
showing the number of sheep in the county and in the township are
not yet available for 1920 and the data for 1910 do not represent
present conditions. It is necessary therefore to discuss the
situation in very general terms.
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On the basis of the foregoing introduction, three
questions may be raised:-
1. What is the attitude of the community toward re-
cognized methods in agriculture and especially
sheep husbandry?
2. What are the conditions regarding adequate fencing,
buildings and other equipment for sheep?
3. How does this community compare with other com-
munities in the county and in the state as regards
the status of sheep husbandry?
As a result of conferences with Professor W. C. Coffey
and Mr. C. m. Oathout, County Agricultural Adviser and as a result
of personal observations,' the following conclusions are presented.
The community as a whole, composed of thrifty, prosperous farmers,
for the most part owning their own farms, is a little slow in taking
up some of the newer things in agriculture. There are fewer members
of the farm bureau in this community than in other parts of the
county, and there is less diversified farming.
On the other hand, while fencing rs by no means what it
should be to enable the flock to utilize to the fullest extent the
wastes of the farm, nevertheless, fencing and equipment for sheep
are better than in many sections in the county. In the opinion of
Professor Coffey, this part of Champaign County contains as many
i
small flocks as almost any other part of the state. A short dis-
tance to the north may be found several of the largest sheep feeders
in the state. With these facts before us, it seems clear that the
curriculum is being tried under fair conditions as far as the
agricultural community is concerned. r>
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The School
The school building is modern and houses both grades
and high school. The high school is four years old. I'here are two
high school teachers, one of them the superintendent, and four
grade teachers.
The high school is what is known as a recognized three-
year high school. (179) The course of study is as follows:
First Year
English
Algebra
Ancient History
General Science
Including Physiology
Second Year
English
Plane' Geometry
Modern and Med-
iaeval History
••J Physical Geography
( Book-Keep ing
"Latin
Third Year
English
(Algebra
(Solid Geometry
(Botany
( Zoology
U.S. History
Civics
"Latin
The subjects joined by a brace occupy a year. Those that are
indicated by a ( M ) are electives.
The enrollment this year was l$3r in the grades and 35
in high school. Of these 35 pupils, 16 reside in the village, 2
live on farms on the edge of the village, and 17 more live on farms
in the rural territory tributary to the village. The foregoing
description of the school shows that it is typical of many small
village high schools in Illinois and neighboring states.
Mental Intelligence of School and Group
In order to determine the mental intelligence of the
school and group the Pressey Group Point Intelligence Test
(179) This' is a title that is conferred by the State Department of
Public Instruction. While this study was being made a vote
to establish a four-year community high school was carried.
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(abbreviated form) was given. The abbreviated form consisted of
five teste, numbers 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10, and according to the authors,
it would seem that for most purposes these would be quite as
efficient as the full ten of th e earlier scale. (180) The following
table (Table II) gives the results of this test:
Table II - Individual Results on the Abbreviated
Press ey Group Point Scale
Pupil's
.
Scores
Number (181)
1 85 :
2 83
3
It4 78
L 7776#
L 76
—
?
—
W—1 75 - percentile - 75«09 74
10 73
11 72
12 72
13 72
14
1115
tllo DO
Median - 66,5
ih
19 66
20 : 64
2Ji 63#
22
:
63
23# : 63#
24 62
21
: 61
26 60 25 - percentile - 58.
£
2?# ffl
28
: 57
29 : 56
30
: 54
31# : 53#
32 52
33 : 51
34 49
(lbO)Pressey S. L. and L. W. , Th e Practical "efficiency" of a group
Scale of Intelligence. Journal of Applied Psychology, III,
pp. 68-80, March «19.
(l8l) For obvious reasons a number was assigned to each pupil. This
represents his rank in the Pressey Scores.
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The members of the project group are indicated by an (#). It will
be noted that two of the project group are in the upper quartile,
three are in the quartile just below the median, while two are in
the first quartile. This shows that the group is not a "selected
one" from the basis of intelligence. As to the reliability of
these tests as an index of intelligence, it may be stated that the
authors have tested the reliability of these group tests by checking
them with the Stanford Binet scales. The results (l82) show a
high degree of reliability.
[1523 Ibid, pp. 6tf - bO.
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Table III snows by grades the average Of the teacner's ratings and
the Pressey scores of tne pupils of the St. Joseph High School.
Table III - Relation i^ei-ween Teacner '
s
Rat m^;8
And Scores On The Abbreviated Pressey Group Point Scale
Grade
:
Pupil's Number : Average ( 183
)
: Pressey Score
: of Teacher's
: Rat ings
IX 12 : 90
22 : 88.75
: 26 : 87.5 : 60
2
: 87.5
A^20 : 86.25 64
16
: 85 : 6b
:
14
: 85 :
11
;
29 83.75 ''
to24 83.75 °2
33 §3 -75
o2ff
51
21£
: 6j#
3l# 82# 53#
34 77.5 49
32 76.25
liMedians o5.62 Ol
X o#
lj Aft otr
ftftsiOO/rOjf / Oft
J ft7 £ 7Q
A ft£ 7ft
'7
7 76
23^ A^^
20 Or, C02. ? 57
t r\
J.U ftl OC?
7"}
27# ol# CnJ
18# 80# 66#
25 80 61
17 78.75 67
30 77.5
19 75 - :
Medians 82.5
—
«
—
XI 1 :
11 : 85 72
15 : 83.75 69
9 : 75 74
5 « 73.75 1 77
Medians 83.75 74
(l83) Average of ratings given by teachers in each subject.
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In Table III the pupils in each grade are arranged in descending
order of their averages of the teacher's ratings. This table
shows that there is some discrepancy between these averages and
the Pressey scores. It likewise shows that the members of the
project class are in the ninth and tenth grades. The members of
the project clasB who are in the ninth grade are in the lower part
of the class as determined by the teacher's ratings, while in the
tenth grade they are fairly well distributed.
No Pressey scores could be found for village high
schools with which to compare the scores of the St. Joseph High
School. For want of a better basis for comparison the results from
1022 Bloomington, Indiana, pupils reported by the authors of the
scale have been used. (l84)
Table IV - Comparison of Medians on Pressey Group
Point Tests ffor High School Grades at 3t_. Joseph.
Illinois and Bloomington . Indiana
St. Joseph, Illinois Bloomington, Indiana
Grade - Number of
Pupils
Median
Hat ing
Number of
Pupils
Median
• Rating
IX 14 61.0 123 76.5
X 15 67.0 97 80.4
XI 5 74.0 82 81.
C
XII 56 84.5
(l84) Ibid, pp. 6b - W.

13 5
Table IV Bhould be read ao follows:-. There were 14
pupils in the ninth grade of the St. Joseph High School with a
median Pressey rating of 6l.G. There were 123 pupils in the ninth
grade of the Bloomington High School with a median Pressey rating
of 76.5.
Table V - Pressey Group Point Scale Scores of Members
Of Pro.i ect Class Compared With Bloomington Median
. Ten Per-
centile , and Ninety Percentile Scores For the Same Age
Proj ect Class Bloomington, Indiana
: For Each Age
; Scores
Pupil ' Age : Pressey , : Ten Percent- Median : Ninety Percentil
Number : Score 1 ile
6
' 16 : 76.0 66.0 79.9 89.6
8 15 76.0 55.7 76.2 88.0
18 15 66.0 55.7 76.2 88.0
21 14 63,0 51.6 70.4 85.3
23 15 63.0 55.7 76.2 88.0
27 16
;
57.0 66.
c
79.9
j
89.6
31 l* i 53.0 i 55.7 76.2 : 88.0
Table V should be read as follows: - Pupil No. 6 in
the Project Class, age 16, had a Pressey score of 76. C. The 10-
percent ile Bloomington score for this age was 66.0; the median was
79.9 and the 90 - percentile was 89.6. It will be noted that two
members of the project class are below the Bloomington 10- per-
centile for their respective ages and that no pupil in the project,
class exceeds the Bloomington median for the corresponding age.
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In making these comparisons it should be stated that
the Blooraington scores are probably above the average. Bloomington
is the seat of a State University and higher scores are to be
expected. This was clearly intimated in comparing the results
ij obtained in Bloomington with those of another Indiana city. (185)
The foregoing facts and their bearing on the subject
of this dissertation may be summed up as follows:
1. The school selected consisted of pupils of average
intelligence.
I
2. The group selected represented a fair sampling of
the school.
The Class In Sheep Husbandry
The school authorities were unwilling to put the project
work in as a regular subject but required the pupils undertaking
the work to carry it as an extra subject. While this tended to make
the teaching situation more difficult it had the effect of sel-
ecting the group on the basis of interest. It also tended to sub-
let the project-curriculum and the technique developed to more
severe conditions than would obtain in a normal teaching situation
and should add weight to conclusions derived from the study. When
the matter was presented to the high school boys in the spring of
1919 » fourteen signified their interest in the work but when school
started in the fall some of these were not enrolled in school, while
others found it impossible to take up the work, so that only seven
remained in the class. (186)
(185) Pressey S.L. , A Comparison of Two Cities and Their School
Systems by means of a Group Scale of Intelligence, Sducational
Administration and Supervision ,V,pf,.53-5^> Feb. »19«
(186) When the projects were about two-thirds complete, one of the
seven moved to another state, leaving but six to complete work.
4
U7
Three periods of forty-five minutes each per week were
devoted to the work. By special arrangement double periods were
secured for trips and during the second semester the class was
scheduled for the second period in the afternoon and the last
period was shared with athletics. While daily class meetings and
the use of double periods for supervised study would greatly in-
crease the value of the project-curriculum as it would undoubtedly
be used under actual conditions, the showing that was made has
led the writer to ask himself the question; Is there not a danger
in devoting too much school time to project work?
In order that the reader may be able to get some idea
of the individual characteristics of members of the class, a tab-
ular summary is given. The outline and data were furnished by
quest ionaires filled out by each pupil and by the high school
principal. (l87) The pupil's blank required him to indicate by
figures the degree of his interest in the various school subjects
and contained as well questions calculated to reveal the nature of
his interest in sports, making collections, motor activities and
intellectual pursuits. The t eacher * s blank covered the health of
the pupil, his school record, and his physical . mental . social .
and moral traite . Each pupil is designated by the same number
which was used in previous tables and which represent-his rank
in the Pressey Test.
(187) The quest ionaires were blanks prepared by Lewis M. Terman,
Professor of Educational Psychology at Stanford University,
and used by him in the California schools. Owing to the
fact that the blanks provided for detailed physical exam-
inations which were not of importance in this study, portions
were not used.
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j
Pupil
dumber "core
1 76
-
2 76
3 66
-
4 63
5 63
-
6 57
i
ir— —-——-sri
Table VI - Human Mature Traits of Memoer s of Claps in Sheep Husoandry
Fupil r re prey
dumber Score
Principal's Health
est imate of
general in-
telligence
Chief School
Interests
Outstanding
physical .mental
,
social and moral
traits
Intere st
in animals
Collections
made
Likes to ex-
periment wit
Favorite Favorite
h Spontaneous- games and
Activity sports
...ort in-
terested
in persons,
booktffeLnjte
Choice of
occupation
1 76 1 Very sup-
erior
Algebra
Ari thmetic
Geometry
Manual work
Animals
Common sense
studiousness,
obedience
,
truthfulness
,
f airne ss , con-
scientious-
ness, general
dependability.
Very sup-
crj or
Rone Gas ,eng i ne s
electir c i ty
Working
with
horses or
machi nery
Baseball
Football
Tilings Farming
E . E.
Law
2 76 3 Average Algebra
Ari thmetic
Geography
Ge ome try-
Hi story
Manual work
Animals
nature Study
Mu sic
Sensi tiveness
,
obedience
, in-
terest in plays
and games, in-
terest in obj-
ective things,
talkativeness
Very sup-
erior
None Play game a
and hunt
Hunting
swimming
basked-
ball
baseball
Things
and
bo oks
Electrical
Engineering,
Agriculture
,
Book-keeping,
Law
3 66 ,3. Superior Animals
Music
Very reserved Very sup-
erior
None Electricity
Chemistry
v
Baseball Hunting Civil engineer-
ing .wireless,
Mechanic
P r Ti.ii rig
4 63 3 Superior Obedience
,
Truthfulness
,
Fairness
,
Kindness
Average Stones
Indian
relics
Basxetball
Baseball
Tennis
Things Farming
Avi ation
Mechanic
Railroading
5 63 4 Superi or Arithmetic
Animals
Spelli ng
Reading
Nature study
Very sup-
erior
None Electricity
Agri culture
Basketball
Football
Baseball
Track
Things Electrical
engi neering,
Farming
Lawyer
Civil Engineering
6 57 4 Very sup-
er ior
Geography
Mu sic
Animals
Reading
Spelling
Nature study
Physical
e ne rgy
Very sup-
erior
None Reading
Gardes
School
Baseball
Basketball
Football
Hunting
Track
Boxing
Wrestling
Farming
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It is interesting to note as a result of a study of
Table VI that there is a fair correlation between the Preseey i-icore
and the principal's estimate of general intelligence. (l88) The
health of the group is above the average in every case but one.
Mathematics seems to be the chief school interest of the majority
of the class. Five members of the class report animals as a
leading interest. The ranking pupil of the class is studious, con-
scientious, fair-minded and generally dependable. He is also the
outstanding leader of the group and was elected president of the
sheep club. The second in rank in the group, shows marked evidences
of the contrasting moods of adolescence, dumber three is very
reserved and any estimate of his characteristics is difficult to
obtain. Ee is athletic and proficient in basket ball and base
ball. The outstanding characteristic of number six is his physique
and abundance of physical energy.
Only one member of the group has made a collection.
Three of the pupils are interested in electricity and like to ex-
periment along this line. The course in general science has un-
doubtedly helped to develop this interest. The favorite spontaneous
activities include games and sports, altho number one prefers
working with horses and machinery and number six includes going to
t school and reading
Every member of the group is an active, interested
participant in some game or sport and all are members of the base-
ball squad. The predominating interest of the group is in things .
rather than persons and books .
(188) Using the Spearman rank method of gains we find that the cor-
relation is plus .666. The number of cases is too few to
place any reliance on this figure, however.
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The above description of the pupils who composed the class in
sheep husbandry, shows, in the writer's judgement, that they pos-
sessed the characteristics which normal adolescents living in
rural districts might be expected to have.
The foregoing descriptions of the village, agricultural
community, school and class in sheep husbandry show that the
project-curriculum was taught under social, agricultural and ed-
ucational conditions which can be said to be essentially typical
and normal. It is reasonable to infer from this that the cur-
riculum can be successfully used in any rural high school. It is
readily apparent that if the results of the study are to have
general application, the pupils and school used must in every way
be representative of average conditions. The data presented in
this chapter, it is believed, bear out this contention.
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CHAPTER V
DEVELOPING THE CURRICULUM
The title of this chapter, "Developing a Project-
Curriculum" may require some preliminary explanation. The project-
curriculum has already been assembled hut in order to test it
thoroly, it must be taught. In order that its subject-matter may
function in the lives of the pupils who are being subjected to it,
all or part of the problems of the assembled project-curriculum
must become the problems of the pupils . Problems develop , giving
rise to needs and interests and requiring sub.i ect -matter for
solutions . The project-curriculum then, from the pupils 1 view-
point at least, is a process of growth or development. The word
"Developing" therefore seems more fitting than the word "Teaching."
Writing a. Text Book
In order to secure from the class a reaction on the
curriculum it must be presented to them. The possible ways in
which this could be done might be classed under the following heads:
1. Lecture method
2. Class discussion method
a. Using reference books
b. Using text book
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The first method was not considered for reasons that
are obvious. There were practical difficulties connected with the
use of reference books. In the first place, many of the books and
bulletins in which source material was to be found were not written
in language suited to high school pupils. In the second place it
would have been very difficult to secure all the source material.
For these reasons it was decided to write a text in sheep husbandry
covering the points in the syllabus and place copies of it in the
hands of the pupils.
The text contains an introduction which discusses the
aims of the curriculum and is an attempt on the part of the writer
to help the pupil formulate a purpose for the project. Each chapter
deals with a major problem, which is introduced and then each sub-
problem is stated and under such statement, the Helps for Solution ,
which includes both possible solutions and basic facts, are given.
McMurry in commenting on the use of such material (l89)
has this to say; MA proper unit of study is not a brief survey or
outline of points for discussion. Such outlines may hardly serve
as substitutes for knowledge. Unless the outline is accompanied
with a parallel, full enlargement of each particular, it is dis-
appointing. In providing these fruitful, well-organized
topics an opportunity is presented for performing a great service
to teachers and children. It is astounding how few of our leading
educators have thought it worth while to furnish teachers and
(189) McMurry, Teaching By Projects, pp. 4b - 49.
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II II
children a varied and full diet of knowledge. --It is easy
to offer excuses for not doing this: 'Let the teacher learn to
help himself,' 'Do not tell children what they can find out for
•i ti
themselves. ' What a makeshift argument] To supply
poor, meager outlines for other people to fill out is a lazy man's
job. It is a common way of shirking a hard task. Let the leaders
in education go forward and show by example how to work out rich
and fruitful topics. A few such big teaching units or projects
completely organized out of interesting, instructive thought
material suitable for children would do much to give us a sound
basis for class room work."
While the foregoing was not written with the secondary-
school point of view in mind, it applies to certain conditions
which obtain in the secondary as well as in the elementary field.
General Teaching Procedure ( 190
)
The procedure for this part of the investigation was
first to determine by some means the knowledge possessed by members
of the class concerning the major problem confronting the group,
tto one technique was used for all problems. In some cases the
method was that of oral questioning, in another that of a definite
paper to prepare, in still others a formal test was given. Im-
mediately following this, the problem was raised and the curriculum
intended to assist in its solution was given to the class. Class
discussions representing various types of lessons followed. A
lesson plan was made for each class exercise and a careful teaching
690) As a result of^experience "gained "in devefoping the first parts
of the project-curriculum, some modifications in this procedure
were made. The technique as finally developed is discussed
under the topic, MA Recommended Technique for Project Teaching."
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record was kept of all facts brought out in the class discussions.
At the close of the discussion of the major problem a test of equal
difficulty was given and the improvement was noted. By this means
it was possible to arrive at some estimate of the efficacy of the
text in meeting all of the problems raised and helping in their
solution. Before the problem was abandoned, the text was care-
fully scrutinized by the class who were placed in a hypercritical
attitude for the occasion. In addition to the above procedure each
member of the group was required to keep a diary. The prepared cur-
riculum was then corrected and modified in the light of these
definite records.
The Teaching Record
The following excerpts from the teaching record show
the
to some extent how^proj ect-curriculura was developed. The class met
for the first time September 8, 1919 at which time the instructor
distributed the note book covers and paper which were to be used
and placed the following general instructions on the black-board:
Preliminary Instructions To Sheep Pro.i ect Class
Members of class are to write a book on sheep husbandry,
based on study and practical experience. Instructor will help to
supply facts; others will be found in books and may be obtained
from the practical experience of sheep men and students.
A. Be sure you understand:
1. ffvery word you read . Underline all words you
do not understand.
2. Everything you observe .
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B. Be sure you record:
1. Everything (words and observations) you do
not understand.
2. Every additional explanation found in a book
or explained by a sheep man, farmer or the
instructor.
3. Every observation as to how the "Helps For
Solution" succeed. The steps are as follows:
1. Find out your problems.
2. See if you can suggest solutions.
3» Turn to the text for solutions.
4. Make sure you understand everything
in the text. Make note of all dif-
ficulties.
5. Get all necessary additional explanations
from reference books or the instructor.
6. Put into practice your suggested
solutions.
7. Uote how they succeed.
The assignment for the next meeting was a discussion
j of the two topics:
1. Why should I raise sheep?
2. What equipment is necessary?
The members of the class were to gather their material from any
source they saw fit.
Having in mind the topics outlined in the Introduction
of the text, the instructor wrote on the board the first of these
two questions, at the next meeting of the class. He then asked
for reasons. One pupil volunteered the reason, "Agricultural
Importance." This seemed to require further analysis and the
discussion that followed brought out the fact that "profit" was one
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factor that made things agriculturally important. Further dis-
cussion brou^t out the following points on the profitableness of
sheep husbandry:
1. Sheep return a double inco.me from wool and mutton.
2. They utilize waste feeds.
3. They are a factor in maintaining soil fertility.
4. They make economical use of feeds.
The class did not seem to consider the factor of interest in live-
stock and especially sheep and this point was commented upon by the
instructor.
The question of equipment was discussed in the same
way and the class suggested the following items as being necessary:
1. Land
2. Buildings
3. Feeds
The question of the personality or personal equipment
of the flockmaster was only briefly considered. One member of the
class who had had some experience with sheep believed that a shep-
herd should be a close observer.
The foregoing topics were not discussed only as it was
necessary in order to suggest them. After they had been raised,
the Introduction to the text covering these topics was distributed.
The class manifested much interest.
The question of securing a ram was discussed and the
class visited the nearby farm of Mr.
_____
to inspect his pure-
bred Shropshire ram. At this time they learned how to tell the age
of a sheep by the teeth and also the technique of examining a sheep.
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The ram in question had a poor hack and was not well developed in
the hind quarters - a fact that was discovered "by the class.
As a result of the discussion of the relative merits
of natives and westerns, the class decided to buy some black-faced
westerns as these would have enough of an infusion of mutton blood
to give the animals desirable mutton characteristics. An arrange-
ment was made with Prof. W. C. Coffey of the College of Agriculture
to take part of a carload of western ewes which were being pur-
chased for experimental purposes. The class discussed the matter
of pasturing and breeding the ewes and decided that they preferred
to use a pure-bred Shropshire ram belonging to a member of the class
rather than the ram belonging to Mr. . This decision was
based on an examination of the two animals and a consideration of
the facts presented in the text.
Iflhen the ewes ordered thru the University arrived, the
boys came to Champaign and helped to unload and drive them to the
University sheep farm. The father of one of the boys came with
tham and expressed dissatisfaction with the sheep which were not
"black faces" but "white faces" and looked rather rough as a result
of dipping and shipping. The boys became dissatisfied too. IShile
the situation threatened some financial embarrassment to the writer,
it was interesting from the viewpoint of the problem of this dis-
sertation.
The boys had spent part of the morning inspecting the
pure-bred flocks at the University and could not Jget up any enthus-
iasm over the western sheep after seeing the trim, heavy fleeced,
mutton sheep. On the other hand they seemed to be impressed with
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what facts they had learned from the text. The writer sent them
home to consider the matter carefully while he did some thinking
on his own account. 'JVhat information was needed to help them solve
their present problem? After some deliberation it became evident
that what was needed was the practical experience of some man in the
community.
The writer was fortunate in securing the services of
Mr. Wood, a big feeder of western sheep. He inspected the ewes and
then came out to the school and told the class of his experiences
with this kind of sheep as well as the experience of other breeders
and feeders in the county. He emphasized the compact fleeces of
western ewes and the superiority of western lambs over natives.
As a result, four members of the class each decided to
take five western ewes, the instructor made the fifth, and twenty-
five ewes were purchased from the University. Two of the remaining
members of the class had flocks which were originally of western
stock. The third member subsequently purchased twenty yearling
native ewes. The incident related above shows that the solution
of some of the problems encountered in a project require the wupport
of basic facts to be found in the practical experience of men in
the community. It was not the life history of the stomach worm
which won the day for the westerns but the financial history of a
sheep man,
' The members of the class who bought the western ewes
drew lots for first choice in selecting their animals. Bach boy
then loaded his sheep into his wagon, gave his check to the Univ-
ersity and hauled the ewes to the farm where they were to be
pastured and bred.
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At the next meeting of the class, discussion brought
out the following problems
1. Feeding the ewes
2. Preparing them for mating
3. Devising a scheme for determining the approximate
dates of lambing
The need for a system of records was discussed and live-
stock accounting record books were distributed. (191) At the next
meeting, the class went out to the Fisher farm about two miles from
the school where the ewes were being pastured. They were driven
into a shed to be trimmed up around their rear parts in preparation
for breeding. This was also found to be a convenient time to trim
up their hoofs.
It was found that one ewe was scouring badly and was
weak and listless. The question of what was causing the scouring
and how to treat it became at onae a problem. The ewes had been
turned into a clover pasture when they were brought to the farm
and altho the pasture was short, and the ewes were taken off of it
every night and not returned until the dew had disappeared, it was
thought that possibly the clover was responsible for the scouring.
The entire flock was therefore transferred to a blue grass pasture
and the sick ewe kept in the farm yard. She was likewise given a
drench of raw linseed oil, Epsom salts and water. The action of a
physic in ridding the alimentary canal of poisonous material was
explained by the teacher. In addition to the physic, the ewe was
given a double handful of oats and bran, night and morning, as well
( 191) ^Prepared by Extension Division, Farm 'Management Demonstrations,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
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as nutritious and digestible feeds, in order to get her into good
physical condition. The discussion of the treatment of the sick
ewe was continued at the following class meeting. In discussing
the action of a physic, the phenomenon of osmosis which had been
studied in the General Science course was found to be a basic fact.
Some members of the class were able to make this knowledge function
in connection with the present problem; others were not. The im-
portance of feeding nutritious and easily digestible feeds to an
animal in this condition was emphasized and the merits of oats and
bran were commented upon. In connection with the administration of
a physic, the technique of drenching was discussed. The care nec-
essary to avoid mechanical pneumonia was mentioned. This elicited
questions as to what the symptoms of pneumonia are. Discharge at
the nose was mentioned. One member of the class reported the loss
of a ewe with similar symptoms. Further questioning brought out the
existence of symptoms of digestive disturbance as well. The class
was requested to write up a complete statement of the points con-
cerned with the use of physics, drenching and mechanical pneumonia
which had been discussed in class. Here again we apparently have,
a clear case of getting down to "working units," in developing the
bearing of the phenomenon of osmosis and the causes and symptoms of
mechanical pneumonia in connection with the administration of a
physic. The keeping of labor records of the hauling and trimming
of the ewes and the entries of the money paid out in the purchase
of the ewes were briefly discussed. — --
The class meeting, October 20, was the first of a series
devoted to the review of topics suggested by the discussion of
problems connected with the securing of breeding stock. A particular
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topic was assigned to each member of the claBS.
Inasmuch as the life history of the stomach worm had
not been included in the first draft of the text submitted to the
class, this was assigned as a special topic and Coffey's Productive
Sheep Husbandry was used as a reference book. The pupil to whom
this was assigned covered the following points
1. History of the first outbreak
2. Life history of the worm
3. Its appearance
4. iletnods of treatment
The discussion which followed resulted in a brief description of the
four stomachs of ruminants. The question arose as to why horses
and hogs were not subject to this disease. This was shown to be
due to the difference in the digestive tracts. This material was
written up and added to the curriculum. - — -----
The topics, "ifihy Raise Sheep, M and "Problems of the
Breeding Season," were discussed by members of the class.. In con-
nection with the subsequent class discussion of the latter topic,
the question of the best kind of pasture for breeding ewes came up.
This was a practical question, inasmuch as there were two pastures
available for the class flock; a blue grass pasture and a clover
pasture. Cold rains were setting in and the clover pasture was so
located that there was ready access to shelter, while the blue grass
pasture was two miles from the barns. Here was a problem which nec-
essitated the weighing of advantages and the making of a decision.
After some discussion it was decided to keep the ewes on the clover
pasture where they had been placed when brought from the University
farm. .
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The meetings of October 27 and October 28 were given
over to the administration of tests. In taking up the Problem of
Chapter III, October 30, it was decided to see what could be
accomplished by referring the class directly to reference books
instead of giving them the prepared text. This portion of the
project dealing with feeds and equipment was chosen because ref-
erence material of a sort intelligible to nigh school pupils was
readily accessible. The anticipatory type of Deduction lesson (192)
which had been used to develop previous problems was still used in
this connection. At the class meeting before, an assignment had
list
been made toAall problems which might be encountered next and be
prepared to suggest solutions for as many of them as possible.
In his lesson plan, the writer outlined the following
h
A
t e
questions or sub-problems, under. problem, "To lay in a stock of
feeds for winter: M
1. What feeds do sheep like?
2. What is function of feeds?
3. What makes feeds valuable?
4. How much feed is necessary?
5« How cut down cost of feed?
6. Proper care of feeds?
7« What feeds are commonly grown?
8. Shall feeds be purchased?
The class decided that the two main problems of this
period of the proj ect were:
( 192) ""Charters , Methods of Teaching, pp. 344, 346- 3^1.
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1. Providing shelter and equipiaent
2. Providing supply of feeds
The latter was selected for further discussion • The following
reproduction of the lesson plan sheet shows how well the class
developed the topics wnich had been previously outlined by the
teacher. The left hand column is the teacher's lesson plan; the
right hand column, headed "Class Reaction," is an account of the
class discussion which was written up at the close of the session.
LESSON PLAN
1. Why do human beings eat?
a. Growth
b. Energy
2. Why do animals eat?
3. What determines choice of
food for humans?
a. Taste
b. Intelligence
4. What determines choice in
feed? Differences among
wild and domesticated an-
imal8. Sheep in Iceland
reported to eat fish.
5. What makes some feeds more
valuable?
6. What feeds should sheep eat?
7. How much should be fed?
8. What feeds do I have on
hand?
.b'acts to be used
1. Physiology (Human)
a. Purpose of food
b. Classes of nutrients
CLASS REACTION
1. Stock is often purchased to
consume feed. Our problem
is just the reverse.
2. The factors in selection of
feeds are:
a. Suitability
b. Palatability
3. Suitability
a. Animal compared to an
engine. A spirited discuss ior
arose at this point. One
pupil objected to comparison
because engine parts have to
be replaced which is prac-
tically impossible with an-
imals. This provided op-
portunity to compare body
processes to replacement of
engine parts.
b. Environment influences'
the food eaten by people.
Esquimaux - fats.
c. What does feed do in
the body?
d. Why are some feeds more
valuable than others?
1. Scarcity
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Common experience 2. Pood nutrients
a. What feeds do sheep eat? a. Why is wheat more ex-
pensive than oats?
Probable Points of Difficulty
1. What makes some feeds more
valuable than others?
Assignment for next meet ing
Use O'Shea and Kellogg - Health
Series Vol. IV or Kahlenberg and
Hart, Chemistry of Daily Life
page 255 - middle of page 263 to
work up following:
1. Purpose of food
2. Memorize class of nutrients
3. Make a list of feeds you have
at home suitable for sheep.
4. Look in one of following:
a. Plumb - .Beginnings in
Animal Husbandry p. 387
b. Harper - Animal Husbandry
for High Schools
c. Pennsylvania Bulletin
showing composition of
feeds
List of feeds which can be ob-
tained and are suitable for
sheep:
a. High in protein
b. carbohydrates
c. " fat
5. Pigure amount of feed necessary
for 5 ewes for 1 month, using
one of rations suggested on
pages 2 and 3i Illinois Ex-
tension Circular 17.
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Types of Lesson s Employed
While many types of lessons were used thruout the course
of the project, it was found that the Development Lesson was most
useful in getting the members of the class to state their problems
i
and discuss the possible solutions. The limitations of this method
that both Charters (193) and McMurray (194) mention do not apply
here. The text in the hands of the teacher makes it comparatively
easy to follow and the. fact that the problems are the real ones of
the pupil enables him to make a maximum contribution to the lesson.
The ferreting out of the basic facts enables the class to form
associations with known facts and as Charters points out, assists
the memory to retain the solutions.
After the problem and its implications had been dev-
eloped, it was necessary to fill in the blank spaces which the class
could not supply. Here is where the development lesson can no
longer function and it is necessary to resort to books. In getting
the pupils to use the project-text to supply the missing inform-
ation or to amplify some topic, what laay be called supervised
study was found to be useful. The very nature of such a text as is
suggested, with its treatment of topics in different fields, may
make explanations on the part of the teacher necessary. This should
be given before wrong ideas and conclusions have been reached.
Beside© the Development Lesson already referred to,
constant use was made of what should be classed under Observation
Lessons . Tnis same group of lessons included field trips, labor-
atory exercises, and practicums. Prom the viewpoint of the learning
(193) Charters, Methods of Teaching, pp. 270-276.
(194) McMurray, Recitation, pp. 142 - 143.
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process, however, the writer prefers to treat them as Observation
Lessons. They may be divided into two groups, (a) Individual and
(b) Class. The records and accounts required in the project made
it necessary for the pupil to make almost daily observations. The
basis for such observations had been developed in class and the
point which is emphasized in connection with this type of lesson,
that the pupil must kaow what to observe, was fully covered.
Class Observation Lemons often accompanied a series of
Development Lessons . When the class had developed as a problem the
securing of a ram meeting certain requirements and had verified
these requirements, a trip was made to observe a ram and see whether
or not he met them. The demonstration of the work of docking and
castrating could likewise be classed as an observat ion lesson .
The question of the place and propriety of drill
lessons in the project has been raised by many of its friends and
opponents. According to the plan presented by the writer there is
a place for drill lessons as soon as the class has developed its
problems and their implications. A case in point may be cited.
The necessity for preparations for lambing time had been developed
and a list of the medicines and supplies which might be needed were
furnished to the class. The need was not immediate and the motive
was not strong enough to insure a thoro understanding of the use of
the materials. On the other hand, if the acquisition of this in-
formation had been postponed until it was actually needed, it might
have proved to be too late.
What was needed was motivation and drill . Small phials
were filled with the various compounds and properly labelled. The
drill was accomplished by having members of the class in turn pick
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out a phial and tell of the use to which the contents would be put.
Similarly, the class was drilled on the requirements of breeding
ewes and rams by taking them to the animals in question and having
them discuss the animals, using the list of requirements as an out-
line.
Owing to practical limitations which were imposed by
the fact that the writer was a graduate student and not a regularly
employed teacher and that the investigation did not require it, not
so much time was spent in visiting members, of the class as would
have been spent by an agricultural teacher. The writer satisfied
himself that each member of the class had proper facilities for
caring for his flock and that the attitude of the home was sympath-
etic. Each member was visited after lambing time. No regular plan
or visitation was followed but members were visited whenever they
applied for help and advice or whenever the writer felt that it
was necessary.
Specifics Used
In order to contribute to the whole-hearted part-
icipation of the pupils in the project work, a sheep club was
organized. The fact that athletics and two literary societies took
the time of the pupils, interfered to some extent with the dev-
elopment of the club, since the sheep project pupils were also
active in one or all of the other organizations. Programs on
timely topics were given every other week at the Thursday class hour.
One of the chief arguments in favor of the project
method is its power to arouse and maintain the interest of the pupil.
This fact has been so clearly established and the difficulties in
the way of measuring interest are so great that no attempt has been
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made to treat this topic either qualitatively or quantitatively. It
can be said, however, that the element of interest was present at
all times and an appreciable increase in interest could be noted
during the course of the project.
To determine whether or not the subject matter pres-
ented was intelligible to the pupils and was meeting their needs,
tests for each problem- chapter were devised. Two tests were given
for all problems except one, the purpose being to determine the
status of the pupil before and after being subjected to the cur-
riculum. Tests of approximately equal difficulty were secured by
composing at one time enough questions of apparently equal dif-
ficulty to provide for both tests. These were numbered and the
numbers for each test selected by drawing.
Four types of tests were used: (a) practical (b) com-
pletion (c) true and false statement and ( d) questions and dis-
cussions. Practical test3 were used wherever possible altho circum-
stances did not permit their use in all cases. Such a test was
given at the end of the consideration of Problem II when the class
was asked to "place" (195) three ewes from the "breeding* view-
point and give their reasons. This furnished a satisfactory index
of their ability to select breeding stock.
Before the matter of building equipment was taken up,
members of the class were taken singly into a room and asked to
pick up a hammer and nails and show how they would handle them.
The manner of holding hammer and nails was taken as a rough index
of ability to undertake the work. Drawings representing the appear-
ance of the teeth of both cross-cut and "rip" saws were placed upon
the board and the class asked to designate the use of each. Inasmuch
(195) Rank~them as in~a" show ring on the bails of~merit.
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as but one pupil developed a need for making equipment and since
he was able to nandle tools succesufully
, tnese diagnostic tests
were not followed up witli the required instruction. 'ihe completion
(196) tests used were made up of statements taxven from the project
text.
By written expression of the class, the ri>-ht and wrong
statement test (197) was found to be the most popular of trie written
tests. A series of statements approximately half of them right and
and the rest wrong were either written on the board or given to the
class on sheets of paper. They were tnen to indicate those state-
ments that were right and those tnat were wronfi . Samples of the
four types of tests are given below:
Test I - Selection Of Breeding Stock ( Practical Test)
Name
.
Late
i
Time of starting
_______
ri'~ae completing
m^mmmmmmmmmm^^mmmm
A. Ewe - Examine carefully the tnree ewes and describe each care-
fully stating how it compares with the standard laid down
for breeding ewes in tne text.
B. Ham - Examine carefully the ram and describe carefully stating
how he compares with tne standard laid down in the text.
Test II - Breeding Season
Name v Date
.
Time of starting T~ne completing
1. Heape as a result of his investigation covering 122, 673 breeding
ewes believes that a nigh (198) percentage of abortion is assoc-
iated with poor condition of the ewes.
( 196) Important words were left blank and were to be filled in by
the pupils.
(197) McCall, A New Kind of School Examination, Journal of Ed.
Research, I, pp. 33-46, Jan. 1920.
( 198) Underscored words were left blank.
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2« A good blue grass pasture is recommended owing to the fact that
blue grass is highly palatable in the fall and is one of the
richest pasture grasses in crude protein, fat and ash.
3. Shearing the hind parts of the ewe and clipping the wool on the
belly in front of the penis of the ram helps to insure service of
the ewes by the ram .
4. An untrimmed hoof may contract foot rot . The horny part grows
over the sole
.
forming a pocket in which dirt collects.
5. The period of gestation for sheep is 146 days. The ewe remains
in heat for about two days. If she is not bred or fails to get
in lamb the period of heat recurs in approximately l6 days.
Test VII b - Docking and Castrating ;
Starting Lambs "on Feed ( True and False Statement Test )
1. The ewe*s milk is not the best feed for the growing lambs.
2. The best time to market lambs in the corn belt is before the month
of July.
3. A castrated ram lamb will not fatten as readily as one that is
not castrated.
4. Docking and castrating are best performed in the evening.
5. Docking and castrating are best performed at the same time.
6. Care should be exercised to cut off as little of the scrotum as
possible.
7« Letting the hind legs of the lamb hang down tends to let the
testicles hang down freely in the scrotum.

l6i
'Jest VI a - Preparations ifor Lambing
( w.uest ion and Discussion Test )
Answer "briefly and to the point.
I. Enumerate all of the reasons why a flockmaster should take
pains to see that his ewes lamb in the quarters he has fitted
up for them.
II. What is the reason for shearing around the ewe*s udders just
before or after lambing?
III. What causes the birth of a lamb?
IV. In what ways may a lamb require the aid of the shepherd?
V. a. Which of the following types of tests do you prefer?
b.State reasons for your preference and state your objections
to the other types,
1. False and True Statement
2. Completion Test
3. Written test like this one
Owing to the small size of the group, it was found that
an estimate of the initial knowledge possessed by a pupil before
receiving a portion of the curriculum, could be obtained as well
by oral questioning as by written tests. With the exception of the
practical type, the tests given after the curriculum had been
studied did not measure ability in performance but merely com-
prehension or retention of facts. Inasmuch as the project-cur-
riculum as originally constructed appeared to be complete when
developed^ the tests were of no value in indicating changes which
were needed. They were valuable, however, in maintaining a degree
of interest and in providing the teacher with a permanent record
of the work of the class.
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A Recommended Procedure For Pro.i ect leach trig
After the completion of the curriculum there arises the
question of its proper use. The project method aims to duplicate
as nearly as possible the conditions under wtiich thinking and the
action resulting from it, take place in every day life. Is then the
curriculum, in either syllabus or text form, to be placed in the
hands of the pupil or is it a specific by which the teacher can
direct and check up the work of the pupil? This is a practical
I
question. Under actual conditions, no one supplies the sheep man
with such help. Should riot the pupil be expected to develop his
own curriculum guided by force of circumstances and the teacher?
The consensus of opinion seems to be that project outlines should
not be given to the pupil. (199)
Eaton (200) found that in one case where project out-
lines were given out by the teacher, the pupils indulged in a
scuffle to secure those which were the shortest and entailed the
least amount of work. The fact that an outline used in tnis way is
merely a crutch for poor pupil and poor teacher alike is a well
recognized fact.
On the other ^and, it is wasteful of the pupil*s time to
expect him to ferret out all of the information which such a cur-
riculum as is described in this dissertation would require. If the
purpose of education is to provide social short-cuts, a certain
amount of time-saving of this sort can be justified, provided other
important considerations are not sacrificed.
(199) Expressed at Meeting Agricultural Section, National Society
for Vocational Education, Chicago, 111. Feb. 19, '20.
(200) Eaton, Organization and Method in Agriculture in Secondary
Schools, p. 109.
IV
It is no reflection on the ability of the well-trained teacher,
moreover, if presa of time prevents him from preparing such a cur-
riculum with its many ramifications. Physical obstacles, such as
lack of reference material, have been noted before.
how then can these two opposing conditions both be
secured? How can the independence of the pupil be sustained and
his initiative stimulated in recognizing and solving his own pro-
blems; on the other hand, how can he be supplied with the right
subject-matter, when he needs it . with a minimum of effort on his
part as well as on the part of a busy teacher?
As a result of the work of developing this curriculum
with a class, the writer is ready to offer the following solution
and desires to set up the following class room technique in project
teaching as fulfilling most of the desired conditions, ^h is
solution may be briefly stated as guiding the pupil to follow the
same mental procedure as did the curriculum maker.
Let us consider this matter in detail. It is generally
conceded that the first step in successful project work is the
planning of the project. This must be done by the pupil. If all
of the pupils in the class are to carry on the same project, this
can be developed in a series of class discussions. If the projects
are to be different in nature, this development will proceed in a
series of individual conferences between teacher and pupil. When
the curriculum maker has done his duty, the teacher will be pro-
vided with syllabi or texts to assist him at this point, if assist-
ance is required.
In the development of this plan, it is possible for the
teacher to guide the pupil in formulating part or all of the
problems which will be encountered. It will be sufficient, and
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perhaps best, if these problems are developed only a little in
advance of the time they are actually to be met and solved.
As the first problem is encountered, the teacher sug-
gests that it be analyzed into sub-problems. When this is done, he
sets up, explains, and justifies as has been done in this dis-
sertation ( pages24-125)the columns headed - "Solutions and Basic
Facts . The pupil then proceeds to work out as much of tnis in-
formation as possible. He will consult various sources such as
text books, publications, practical men and his own experience,
study, and observation. In individual or class conference, he goes
over this material with the teacher, who perhaps gives further
suggestions for research or supplies from his prepared curriculum,
the information which the pupil is unable to find.
When the pupil has done all of the work possible, in-
dependently, the teacher may place in his hands the prepared text
which organizes all or nearly all of the isolated facts he needs.
It necessarily follows that such a text must be mechanically
arranged by problems into small booklets or be in loose-leaf form.
After all, this much of the procedure of carrying on
the project is preliminary. The project text is not a recipe book
to be blindly followed. It contains the facts upon which the
pupil is to base his thinking. He must then translate this thinking
into action and his project notes will reveal how well the subject-
matter has functioned. It follows, therefore, that such a project I
text used in this way, does not do away with independent thinking,
nor does it follow, that when all of the chapters or problems are
in the hands of one pupil, that he can pass them on to others who
expect to take up a similar project later and thus ^Boil the learning
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process for them, If the text material does fall into the hands
of others, it may merely spoil their fun in developing their out-
lines, '^his difficulty may be partially overcome by creating,
among the project pupils, an esprit de corps which may serve to
preserve the secrets of the craft. At any rate such a system is
open to no more criticism in this respect than are other teaching
specifics of similar character, such as laboratory guides.
Modifications in Pro.i ect -
Curriculum as a Result of its ^ej^elf^^e^
,
The development of the project-curriculum showed that
very little material of consequence had been omitted in its original
construction. In getting back to working units, the life history
of the stomach worm and some practical facts concerning the econ-
omic returns from western ewes were found necessary in helping the
pupils to solve the problem of "Kind of breeding ewes to be pur-
chased."
In the preparation of the text the discussion of the
phenomenon of birth seemed to necessitate a preliminary treatment
of the anatomy of the reproductive organs of the ewe, a discussion
not included in the original curriculum. A threatened outbreak of
Hemmorhagic Septicaemia necessitated its consideration in the
project text. The foregoing modifications were practically all,
of any importance, that were made. (201) Many words were used which
were not intelligible to the class and a glossary would be a very
valuable and necessary part of a project-text. The practicable
limits of a curriculum syllabus, however, made it unwise to con-
sider word definitions as a part of it.
(201) The first ei^fot of the ten chapters had been developed when
this was written.
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In the light of the foregoing facts, it seems reasonable
to assume that the properly-equipped, curriculum maker, could con-
struct a project curriculum which would meet essentially all needs
except such as might "be occasioned by unusual cases of individual
differences or unusual circumstances which might arise in the course
of a project. 1'he small size of the group naturally makes sweeping
conclusions of this nature impossible.
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CHAPTER VI
THE ANALYSIS OP THE PROJECT TEXT (202)
Purposes of Such An Analysis
It has been stated that the project-curriculum invades
several fields of organized knowledge. The educational admin-
istrator, at least, will be interested in knowing what fields and
what facts in these fields are included. He will very probably
raise the two following questions:
1. Are enough of the essential facts of animal husbandry
to be found in a sheep project - curriculum to warrant
its substitution for a general course in animal
husbandry?
2. What fields and units of related sub.i ect matt er are
present or implied in a sheep pro.j ect curriculum?
The importance of the first question is patent when the
tendency is noted to multiply vocational courses in an already
crowded curriculum of even a narrow type. In the answer to the
second question may be found valuable suggestions for a high school
course in general science to precede the sheep project. In any
(202) At the time this analysis was made only the first eight of the
ten chapters of the project-text had been developed By the
class. The syllabus in this chapter differs slightly from
that given in Chapter III due to the fact that in writing the
text it was found to be best to combine some of the sub-
problems to avoid too brief sections. Certain facts were also
added as a result of the reaction and experience of the class.
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event
,
if the units of related subject-matter are known, it may be
possible to determine whether or not such units should be taught
previous to the project or whether they can be taught incidentally.
In the first case, it will enable teachers of subjects in which the
units are found to choose a method of presentation which will help
the pupils later to marshal these facts in the conduct of the
proj ect.
It should be borne in mind that these questions cannot
be answered once and for all for any particular project. Pupil "AM
may require a certain amount of Subject "W" in order to carry on
Project MXM ; Pupil MB M may require a different set of facts from
the subject in question to carry on a project of the identical type
"X M . The technique of proj ect-curriculum synthes is t as described,
will enable the curriculum-maker to include all of the facts of
subject "W" which every pupil may require in the conduct of any
project of the type X. The technique of curriculum analysis will
likewise enable him to analyze his curriculum and find out the facts
in the several fields, which he has included in his pro.i ect - cur-
riculum. ( 203
)
Methods Employed
The first step in the analysis is to set up as ten-
tative categories, the fields of organized knowledge in wnich it is
felt that the facts lie. The analyst is at once confronted by the
problem: What fields shall be taken as ultimate units? Shall we
stop at animal nutrition, go on to chemistry or still further to
(203) There is no basis of course for first synthesizing and later
analyzing a curriculum. Both can be carried on in one operation
They kre here separated for the sake of clarity in explanation.
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grammar and spelling? Such questions must be answered arbitrarily.
For the purpose of thia study it was considered to be sufficient
to confine the categories to fields of agriculture and such subjects
as can be justified as clearly related. This necessitates a def-
inition of related sub.j ects . Related subj ects are defined as
those recognized fields of knowledge of secondary or college grade
wh i ch are not a part of that field in wh i ch the pro.i ect 1 ies and
wh ich contain facts found amonfl the basic facts of the pro.i ect -
curriculum synthes. is or upon which such basic facts immediately
depen d. The second problem to be encountered in the development of
a technique of pro.i ect - curriculum analy s_ is is the one of the manner
of recording the facts. Two possibilities were considered:
1. Dissecting the project-text and taking out material
verbatim.
2. Recording the facts in topical form.
The second method was chosen as providing a more compact
analysis which could more easily be studied and discussed. The
method of evaluating these fields or categories on the basis of
space or number of lines, was felt to be fallacious in this case and
was not used.
As a result of a study of the difficulties of the class-
ification of facts, the following rules were laid down:
1. All facts relating to the care and management of
sheep, which could not be classified under other
heads because they had little or no relation to other
lines of animal husbandry , were placed under sheep
husbandry .
2. An imal husbandry was conceived to include facts
relating to the care and management of farm an imal
s
,
with the exception of such facts as tnose relating
to the construction of buildings or the growing of
crops for feed.
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3. Fields such as an imal nutrition or soil fertility
contain facts of chemistry
. Wiere such facts, present
or implied, related to pure as contrasted with
applied chemistry, as represented by soil fertility
and an imal feeding , they were classified under
chemistry .
4. Where it was not possible to use a topic to rep-
resent a passage in the text, the passage was con-
densed into a few sentences or perhaps included
verbatim.
5. Portions of the same general topic might be included
under more than one division. For example, facts
regarding the seeding of clover were classified under
Farm Crops ; facts regarding making sour soil sweet
for the growing of clover were placed under Soil
Fertility ; while the statement of the fact that acids
turn litmus paper from blue to red was placed under
chemistry.
6. In some cases certain facts might belong in more than
one field, in such cases the classification was
guided by the original source of the material,
7# In cases where the original source of the material was
not indicative of the division in which the material
could be placed, the purpose it served in the original
source or the project text was taken as an index.
For example, the facts regarding the making of
silage taken from Coffey's Productive Sheep Husbandry,
were not classified under Sheep Husbandry inasmuch
as the book contained many facts which could not be
so classified. rihese facts were placed under Animal
Feeding since the purpose of the discussion was to
show the method of making silage best calculated to
secure a maximum nutritive value for sheep and other
animals as well.
8. Passages where there was less than a sentence were
classified if there was a complete thought but no
attention was paid to single words. For example,
in the sentence, "These plants belong to the legumes
which take nitrogen from the air and_are rich in
protein," the underscored portion was classified
unaer Soil Fertility and the rest of the sentence
under Animal Feeding .
9. In making the analysis, groups of facts were found
which related to animal san itat ion and hygiene and
altho there is no well recognized field so des-
ignated, the facts were so classified. (204)
(204) This was approved by Dr. Robert Graham, Animal Pathologist.
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Gyllabus Showing R^sult^s of the Anal^ s is
As a result of the analysis, the following general
groups of facts were found:
A. Field of the Pro.i ect
I. Animal Husbandry
1. Sheep Husbandry
2. Animal Physiology
3» Animal Breeding
4. Animal Feeding
.
Animal Pathology
• Animal Medecine
7. Animal Anatomy
8. Animal Obstetrics
9. Animal Sanitation and Hygiene
B. Relat ed Agricultural Subj ects
II. Farm Management
III. Agronomy
1. Farm Crops
2. Soil Fertility
3. Soil Physics
C. Other Related Subjects, (20?)
IV. History
V. Zoology
VI. Chemistry
VII. Physics
VIII fManual Training
The next step was to consult the specialists to deter-
mine definitely that the facts had been distributed properly in the
several fields. Some changes were made in the classification and
(2Q5>) If the field is taken to be agriculture these are Related
Subj ects ; if the field is taken to be Animal Husbandry the
Related Sub.i ects by definition, will include Farm Management
and Agronomy . It would be possible to consider Sheep Hus -
bandry as the field , in which case, all others would be
Related Subjects.
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the nomenclature. ( 206) The scope of each field was likewise deter-
mined with the view of noting the extent to which the important facts
in the field were brought out in the project. The findings are
discussed in connection with each field.
A - Field Of The. Pro.i ect
I - An imal Husbandry
"The knowledge, practice and industries concerned in
the rearing of animals have recently been designated by the word,
Zootechny (Greek words for animal and handicraft . ) The correlative
in the field of plants is Agronomy." The two phases of
livestock agriculture are the rearing of the, animals and the man-
ufacture of their pro ducts . ---------- There are husbandries and
technological industries." (207) Animal husbandry, which ia con-
sidered to be the field of the project, therefore, has to do with
the rearing of animals. Let us compare the sub-fields as found in
the project-curriculum with the sub-fields as found in the project-
curriculum with the sub-fields found in a comprehensive treatment
such as Bailey gives in his Cyclopedia.
(206) Dr. Graham suggested the use of the term "Animal Medecine"
instead of "Veterinary Materia Medica," and Animal rather
than Veterinary Physiology, etc. Dr. H. H. Mitchell
suggested the use of the terra Animal .Feeding rather than
Animal Nutrit ion . Both of these recommendations were made
on the basis that the subject-matter contained empirical
facts which were being presented to the lay husbandman
rather than the scientist or professional veterinarian.
(207) Bailey, L. H. , Cyclopedia of Agriculture, Vol. Ill, p. 273.
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Table VII
Comparison of Sub - fields o| An iiaal Husbandry in the. Project -
Curriculum and Bailey's Cyclopedia of Agriculture
Pro.i ect - Curriculum Bailey's Cyclopedia
1. Sheep Husbandry
2. Animal Physiology
3. Animal Breeding
4. Animal Feeding
Animal Patuology
I: Animal Medecine
7. Animal Anatomy
8. Animal Obstetrics
9. Animal Sanitation and Hygiene
Part I Animal Life and Its Relation
1. Domest icat ion of animals
2. Physiology of the animal
3. Breeding of animals
4. deeding of Animals
5. Diseases and Management of
an imal
s
6. Exhibition of Animals
7. Wild Life and Its Relation
to Agriculture
Part III (208) North American
Farm Animals
\Vhile comparison of sub-fields is of no value in deter-
mining identity of subject-matter, it is interesting to note that
items 2, 3, 4, and 5 of Bailey's Table of Contents find their
correlates in the sub-fields of the project-curriculum. The items
of the table of contents which are not represented in the project-
curriculum do not appear to have much, if any, vocational value.
1. Sheep Husbandry
In this classification, as has been stated, are entered
all of the facts which relate to sheep but have no significance
in connection with other kinds of livestock. These include largely
opinions o_f experts and facts of common observat ion . altho a few
facts based upon experimental evidence are present . These latter
are here reproduced
(208) Part II is the manufacture of Animal Products.
>
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1. llissouri Station experiment showing money value of
use of a pure bred ram.
2. Observations at Wisconsin Experiment Station on the
length of the period of gestation.
3. Rations recommended by the Illinois Experiment
Station based on experimental work.
4. Findings of Illinois Experiment Station that western
lambs six months of age make better gains on whole
than ground corn.
The topical organization (209) of these facts is here
reproduced in two-column form. In the first column headed "Problems"
will be found the Chapter in the project text (indicated by a
Roman numeral) in which the subject matter is found, the number, of
the problem in the chapter (indicated by an Arabic numeral,) and a
statement of the problem itself. In the second column headed
"Subject-Matter" will be found the topic , s unmary or quotation of
the subject matter in the field of sheep husbandry which wasgiven
to the pupil to assist him solving the problems in question. To
illustrate, II
- 2 - Extermination of external parasites
, refers to
the second problem in Chapter II with that title. Under "Subject-
Matter" and opposite this problem will be found "Details of dipping
sheep." This means that subject-matter on this topic would be
supplied to the pupil to assist him in solving the problem of the
extermination ©| external parasites , if it arose in his proj ect. (210)
Uovj A comparison of me field of sheep husbandry with the ~s~h£ep"~husbandry facts presented in this pro.i ect-curriculum ispurposely omitted, owing to the fact that many facts wnich
are a part ofJ&£&> husbandry are included in the other sub-fields since these facts relate to other husbandries as well.
(210)
s: •T.^UiV^.VTi^oSiss:— * - «
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Sheep Husbandry
Problems sub.i ect-Matt er
Introduct ion
1. Equipment necessary
a. Land
b. Buildings
c. Fencing
d. Feed
a. Dry land should be available for
pasture
b. Dry, well-ventilated buildings
free from drafts, open to south
c. Necessary to keep them within
bounds
d. A little grain, pasture, clover
or alfalfa hay
1-1-2
Natives or Wes terns? Observations of
sheep men regard-
ing merits of two
Westerns
Lighter-
coet less.
No twins.
Less dif-
ficulty
in lamb-
ing. Free
from in-
t ernal
parasites.
Natives
Heavier-
Cost more
Twins.
More dif.
ficulty i
lambing.
1-2-4
Locating breeding
ewes and rams
I - 3
Use of farm bureau, agricultural col-
lege, farm sales, advertisements,
bankers and tradesmen, county and state
fairs, commission firms.
Selection of breeding
ewes
Characteristics of desirable breeding
ewes. Appearance of teeth according
to age.
1-4
Selection of breeding
rams
II - Introduction
Mo. Station experiment showing money
value of a pure-bred ram. Description
of breeds. Characteristics of desir-
able rams. Experimental data on number
of ewes per ram.
With exception of Tunis and Dorset
Horned breeds, sheep are monoestrus,
breeding in autumn or early winter.
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Problems oubj ect -Matter
II - 1 -
Conditioning Ewes and Ram
for breeding
iiigh percentage of abortion assoc.
iated with poor condition in ewes,
"Plush ing" theory of feeding ewes
to bring them in heat earlier.
Peed ewes £ pound grain if thin.
Peed ram, if thin:
Corn - 5 parts by weight
OatB -10 "
Bran - 3 " M "
Oil meal - 2 " " n
II
Extermination of external
parasites
Details of dipping sheep
II - 3
Preparation for copulation
and management
Trimming up ewes and ram for cop-
ulation. Trimming up feet.
Ear-Marking ewes - Period of gest-
ation in ewes about 146 days. Ewe
remains in heat for about 2 days.
May recur in heat in about l6 days.
Marking ram so that he in turn will
mark ewes. Removal of ram after
breeding season.
Ill - 1
Providing stock of suit-
able feeds
Corn and oats are best grain feeds,
Clover, alfalfa and soy bean hay
are excellent roughages. Corn
stover and oat straw require a
protein in the feed, for example,
10 to 20 percent should be cotton-
seed or linseed cake. Silage may
be used if properly prepared and
fed. Recommendations based on ex-
perimental results at Illinois,
Wisconsin, and Indiana Experiment
Stations.
Peacake size of oil meal better
than fine meal for sheep as former
does not get in nostrils nor be-
come sticky in the mouth.
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Probl ems -Sub,] ect-Matter
i>'eed ewes weighing about 150//
,
l-£ -
3# of silage per head per day. Use
care in feeding no frozen or spoiled
silage and supply palatable, dry
roughage in addition.
Ill - 2
Provision of shelter, Each ewe, before lambing should
yards and feeding equip- have 10 sq. ft. in shed, net shared
ment. with other stock. After lambing,
16 sq. ft.
Peed racks which:
1. Arc movable
2. Keep feed clean
3. Keep chaff out of wool
4. Prevent waste of feed
5. Accommodate maximum number
of animals with minimum out-
la,
are desirable.
IV - 1
To keep ewes properly Ewes should gain 15 - 25# during
nourished. pregnancy unless very fat, because
" loss of weight at lambing (wt. of
lamb, and afterbirth.) Use flesh-\
covering of loin and back as an
index rather than appearance of
pasture. Peed grain and hay if loss
of weight threatens. Condition of
ewe will indicate when to begin
feeding grain. This should commence
not later than a month before
lambing. High condition in ewes,
generally results in vigorous lambs
and an adequate milk flow. Eight
rations recommended by 111. Agr. Exp
Station in 111. Ext. Circ. 17*
IV - 2
To keep ewes in good health Devices to make ewes take exercise:
1. Scattering dry roughage on
ground.
2. Locating feed racks some
distance apart.
«
3« Locating feed lot some dist-
ance from shelter.
4. Driving ewes, slowly.
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Problems Subj ect-Matt er
IV - 3
Sheep require shelter from cold,
autumn rains more than they do
from dry snow. Shelters should be
free from cracks or openings thru
which drafts may blow on the an-
imals. Building with three sides
properly sealed and open on the
fourth side will provide for ven-
1< llal ion.
To keep ewes from injuring
themselves or the unborn
lambs.
V - 1
Take care not to have ewes:
1. Walk thru stiff mud.
2. Jump over obstructions.
3. Be chased by dogs. Isolate
all ewes wnich have aborted;
disinfect pens and burn
To provide adequate
lambing quarters
Warmer quarters are required for
lambing than were required to
shelter the pregnant ewe. Cracks
and crevices should be stuffed and
horse blankets or burlap hung on
the walls. Fresh air may be ad-
mitted thru muslin-screened windows.
VI - 2
All openings thru which the little
lamb might creep should be closed.
Portable lambing pens should be
reciuy i»o .Keep ewe &nci xsnuv uugewnei.
To keep lambs from sucking
wool tags.
Wool tags should be sheared from
ewes udders prior to lambing to
prevent lamb from sucking wool tags
and starving or getting wool balls
into the stomach with resulting
stoppage and death. Care should be
taA en nut* uo unnece^ocir xxy expuee
the udder.
VI - 3
To feed the ewe properly
prior to lambing
Ration should consist primarily
of clean, palatable roughage like
clover hay. Grain should be fed
sparingly as it may cause milk
fever.
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Problems :iubj ect -Matter
VI - 5
To care for the lamb A ch ille d lamb may be placed in
bath of v/ater as hot as the elbow
can bear and then rubbed dry with
a coarse cloth. Various remedies
are suggested for dealing with the
problem of the disowned lamb . Dis -
owning a lamb is probably due to
a lack "of maternal instinct in the
ewe. For the first few days the
ewe recognizes her iamb thru the
sense of smell. Smearing mucous
from the lamb on the nose of the
ewe or milk from the ewe on the
lamb may help. Placing a strange
dog in an adjoining pen or con-
fining ewe and lamb to a narrow
pen may also help. An orphan
lamb may be given to a ewe which
has lost its lamb.
The skin of the dead lamb may be
fastened on the orphan. When a ewe
does not give enough milk for her
lamb, it may be possible to get
a ewe wiiich has an extra supply to
permit the lamb to nurse. Failing
in this, hand-feeding of cow's
milk will be necessary. Two table-
spoons every 3 hours is recom-
mended. The milk should be heated
by placing it in a bottle and the
bottle in a pail of water at about
90 ; F.
Pinning of lambs, stoppage due to
the collection of sticky feces
around the anus
.
may be remedied
by scraping away the excrement
and washing with warm water.
The sharp teeth of lambs which are
cutting the teats of the ewe, may
be filed. If this does net stop
the trouble, the lamb should be
raised by hand.
VII - Introduction
Reduction of one-percent per pound
paid for ram lambs and loss of
weight due to lack of thrift in
the fall, caused loss of more than
$2,000 to farmers of Prince Edward
Island in 1907.
Reasons for docking and castrating*
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Problems Subj ect -Matter
VII - 1
To dock male and femal<
lambs
.
VII - 2
To castrate male lambs
VII - 3
To keep lambs growing
Detailed procedure
Detailed procedure
Best to have lambs come in February
or March and market at weaning
time, June or July.
Lambs do not thrive during July
and August owing to hot weather.
Rations recommended for suckling
ewes.
Grain fed lambs in addition to
making better gains ship with less
shrinkage than do grass fed animals,
After 8 - l6 days definite pro-
visions should be made to feed
lambs in a creep in the sunniest
part of the barn' or shed. Leg-
uminous hay and the following grain
mixture is recommended:
Ground corn - 2 parts
Crushed oats - 2 parts
Linseed oil meal - 1 part
Wheat bran - 1 part
111. Agr. Exp. Station has found
that western lambs six months of
age make better gains on whole corn
than on ground corn .
Animals should be placed on pasture
as early as possible but care must
be exercised to see that they do
not over- eat. The amount of grain
fed will vary. On grass they will
consume about half what they will
eat in a dry lot. Under the latter
conditions the lamb eats about one-
fourth pound daily at four weeks
and about three-fourths <of a- pound
at seven weeks.
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Probl ems
VIII - 2
To shear the ewes
liubj ect - jylatt er
To command a good price, wool clip
should meet the following require-
ments :
1. Uniform in structure, length,
and strength of fiber.
2. Should be free from foreign
material such as dirt, chaff,
or litter, burrs, and tar or
paint marks.
No. 2 is determined by con-
ditions under which sheep are
kept and shearing is done.
Shearing should be done at such a
season as will not expose the sheep
to cold weather and at such a time
as the fleece is full of oil. This
time for the middle west and east
is from the middle of April to the
middle of May. Technique of
shearing.
viii - 3
To care for and dispose Tying up fleece. Use of hard glazed
of the fleeces. twine so as not get fibers in the
wool.
Wool Pools.
Putting fleeces in bags for storing
or shipping.
Grades of wool.
IX - I
IX
To provide salt and water Sources of water and their relative
for sheep on pasture. merits.
1. Pasture plants
2. Dews
3« Streams
4. Wells
5- Ponds
Feeding grain to young Necessity and means of continuing
lambs. grain feeding when lambs are on
succulent grass. Keeping lambs off
of infested pastures.

Problems
IX - 4
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Sub.j ect -Matter
To keep pastures in healthy
conditions and to make the
best use of them.
ix - 5
To avoid bloat, if possibli
and to treat it , if it
occurs in the flock.
X - Introduction
X - I
To wean lambs at proper time.
X - 2
To feed lambs properly after
weaning.
x - 3
To care for ewes after
weaning the lambs.
X - 4
To market the surplus stock,
Sheep prefer extensive range.
This or a change of pasture is
necessary to keep in check the
stomach worm.
Infested pastures should wither
be plowed up or covered with
lime.
Use of trocar and canula
« » round stick in jaws
" " fresh milk
an egg
Disposal of flock
Weaning of lambs
Continuation of grain feeding of
lambs
;
recommended ration:
Oats - 5 parts by weight
Corn - 5 " " "
Wheat bran - 2 "
Checking the milk flow of the ewes
1. Milking out udders
2. Placing on scant pasture
Animals should not be marketed
half- fat.
Grading a shipment will pay.
Market classes and grades of ewes
and lambs.
Descriptions of each.
Grades determined by form . qual ity
condition and weight .
Discussion of each.
Precautions in feeding and loading
when shipping.
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2. Animal Physiology
This has to do with the funct iona of tne organs of the
animal "body. Thus it is distinguished from anatomy which treats
of its structures. Insofar as these functions are similar, the
physiology of animals is a common science. It treats in general,
the following topics :-
1. Digestion
2. Reproduction
3. Deglutition
4. Mastication
5. Rumination
0. Physiology of every organ and tissue
An examination of the curriculum analysis which follows will show
that while the facts of animal physiology are not many, they lie in
practically every field and are applicable to all ruminants and
some facts are applicable to non-ruminants.
Under deglutition and digestion will be found a treatment
of the passage of the food thru the alimentary canal and the working
of the four stomachs of ruminants.
Under reproduction can be placed facts regarding the
nourishing of the foetus and its expulsion from the uterus at the
end of the period of gestation. These facts might likewise be
classified under the physiology of the organs in question. The
physiology of the lips of sheep contain facts which do not relate
to other animals.
It may be stated that while the facts of an imal phy-
s ioloffy contained in the sheep proj ect-curriculum are comparatively
few and do not approach anything like even a survey of the logically
organized field, they are quite generally applicable to ruminants.
The facts under consideration are here reproduced:-
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An imal Fhys iolojy
Problems Subj ect -Matt er
II - 4
Care of ewe after "breeding Since ewe provides nourishment
for foetus thru blood supply
which goes to placenta, she must
be v/ell fed,
III - Introduction -
Feeds
,
Origin and uses Ruminants with four stomachs can
handle a larger quantity of
roughages than can non- ruminants.
V - 2
To provide all necessary Food is carried thru the gullet,
supplies for lambing. stomach and intestines and wastes
finally excreted by the Per-
istaltic action of the necessary
involuntary muscles. This action
may be seen along the neck of a
horse drinking water.
VI - I
To recognize symptoms of Ewe shows pain and discomfort due
approaching lambing. to stretching of muscles and
possibly rupturing of tissues.
i
Distention of udder is not a
positive sign as it may take
place well in advance of the event »
Sunken condition in front of hips,
due to relaxation of broad mus-
cles preparatory to the expulsion
of the lamb.
Lips of vulva become tnickened
and tend to stand apart.
VI - 4
To assist ewes in lambing, Initial power for expulsion of
if necessary. foetus provided by reflex ir-
ritation of nerves of uterus and
action of involuntary muscles of
uterus . Most of. muscular energy,
however, is exerted by the mus-
cles of the abdominal walls and
the diaphragm which complete the
i expulsion begun by the uterus
,
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Probl ems Oubj ect -Matter
vi - 5
To care for the lamb,
IX - 4
To keep pastures in a
healthy condition and to
make the best use of them.
A partial explanation of the reflex
irritation of the nerves of the
uteruB has been found in recent in-
vestigations showing presence of
substance in coUfcstrum of milk which
has power to start labor in a preg-
nant animal. Certain salts, notably
calcium, possess this same power.
Hot water and rubbing starts the cir-
culation of the blood.
Sheep eat pastures close owing to
the mobility of their lips and the
sharpness of the incisor teeth. The
mobility is due to the fact that the
upper lip is separated by a vertical
cleft which permits one half to move
independently of the other.
3 . An imal Breeding
This field includes facts founded upon experimental
evidence such as are found in the field, of genetics as well as facts
of common observat ion and opinions of experts which might not
properly come within that field. The facts recorded here are few
but the value of a pure-bred sire is a topic of vital interest and
importance in all husbandries as is the reproductive process .
Animal Breeding
Problems
I. Grades or purebreds?
II. - 3
Preparations for copulation.
VIII - 2
To shear the ewes
Sub.i ect -Matter
Value of pure-bred sire
Description of the Reproductive
Process -
a. Copulation
b. Union of spermatazoa
and ova
Uniformity in st rue ture , length
and strength of fiber of wool
crop is matter of heredity;
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4. Animal Feeding
This is one of the most important sub- fields of animal
husbandry. No matter how well-bred, the flock or herd, if poorly or
improperly fed it will be a source of loss to the owner. It includes
facts based upon experimental evidence, a field known as animal
nutrition, in which the scientific facts of chemistry and biology
are applied to th e nutrition processes of animals. It includes
also, facts based upon the opinion of experts and those which are
facts of common observation. "The eye of the master fattens his
cattle," is a proverb which cannot be proved scientifically but the
truth of wnich is daily demonstrated by the successful stockman.
A recent college text on Animal Feeding (211) has the following
chapter headings:
I - The Chemical Composition of Feeding Stuffs
II - The Chemical Composition of Farm Animals
III - The Digestion of the Nutrients
IV - The Digestibility of Feeding Stuffs
V - Functions of the Feed Nutrients in the Animal
Body
VI - Energy in Feeding Stuffs and its Uses in the
Animal Body
VII - The Compounding of Rations
VIII - The Feed Requirements of Farm Animals
IX - Grains and Seeds
X - The Cereal By-Pro ducts
XI - The Oil By-Products
XII - The Packinghouse By-Products
XIII - Miscellaneous Concentrates
XIV - The Hays
(211) Bull Sleeter, Principles of Feeding Farm Animals, The Mac-
millan Co.. 19l6 . pp. 1 - 397.
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XV - dodders and Stovers
XVI - The Straws
XVII - Pasture or Forage, and Soiling Crops
XVIII - Silage
XIX - Miscellaneous Roughages
XX - The Efficiency of Rations
XXI - The Fertilizing Value of Feeding Stuffs
XXII - The Valuation of Feeding Stuffs
Appendix - Containing tables showing composition of
feedingstuffs . feeding standards , etc.
It can readily be seen that this is a fairly exhaustive
treatment of the field. The facts of animal feeding found in the
pro.i ect - curriculum are as follows:
Animal Feeding
Problems Subj ec
t
-Matter
I. Why should I raise sheep?
II - 1
Conditioning ewes and ram
for breeding.
Altho sheep and steers do not pro-
duce as much human food per 100 lb
of feed consumed as do other an-
imals, the sheep stands high in
its ability to utilize waste
feeds.
1. Blue grass is:
a. Highly palatable in fall
b. One of richest grasses in
crude protein, fat and
ash.
2* Grain added to pasture increases
gain.
3 . Oats - Contains about twice
as much ash and a little more
crude protein than corn. Pro-
teins of oats are satisfactory
for maintenance and growth.
Bran - (l) Rich in phosphorus
{ 2) Deficient in lime, def-
iciency supplied by oats
(3) Laxative.
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Problems :;ubj ect -Matter
III - Introduction -
Feeds, their origin and
use.
Ill - 1
Providing a stock of
suitable feeds.
Corn - Deficient in protein.
Blue grass, timothy or clover
pasture is rich in lime and
"vitamines
,
H bodies of un-
known composition necessary
for maintenance.
Composition of bodies of sheep of
different ages.
Function of Feed Nutrients
Coefficient of Digestibility
Concentrates - Nitrogenous and non.
nitrogenous - Roughages
Recommended quantities of con-
centrates and roughages for sheep
of all ages. (Bull)
Corn - Rich in oil or fat and
starch
. low in mineral matter
particularly lime and phosphates;
contains fair amount of crude
protein; is an excellent fattening
food, but deficient in muscle and
bone-forming foods.
Oats - Safe to feed owing to its
bulk. Clover and Alfalfa Hay -
rich in protein and mineral matter
laxative. 'Table showing digest -
ible protein . fat and carbohydrate'
in clover, alfalfa, soy bean hay,
timothy, oat straw, wheat straw,
corn stover, corn, oats, linseed
meal, cotton seed meal and bran.
Linseed and cottonseed meals rec-
ommended where ration is deficient
in protein. Cotton seed meal is
constipating and less safe than
linseed meal.
Make silage when grains are begin-
ning to harden. Cut corn plant
very fine and distribute it evenly
in silo. This gives a minimum of
moldy silage. Silage is low in
protein but furnishes green suc-
culence.
»
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Problems
IV - 1
To keep ewes properly-
nourished.
VI - 5
To care for the lamb.
vii - 3
To keep lambs growing,
oubj ect -Uatt er
In fall and early winter utilize
feed in fence corners, stubble and
corn stalk fields first, as these
deteriorate due to exposure to
rains and frosts. Blue grass and
timothy pastures can be saved
until after the foregoing can no
longer be used,
iSwes require one to six quarts of
water daily. One-third to two-
thirds of the weight of the animal
body is water. Water is a necessary
medium in getting the food down
the throat and thru the stomach
and intestines. The various dig-
estive juices require water as does
the blood which distributes the
food materials thru the body.
Cow's milk for lambs should not
be diluted owing to .the fact that
ewe's milk is richerTfat, sugar,
nrotein and ash.
Lambs marketed at weaning time
still have their Mbaby fat" which
they later lose and which is ex-
pensive to replace.
^flheat bran is high in mineral
matter and is bulky. The former
helps to make bone and the latter
aids digestion.
Leguminous havs provide from two to
four times as much protein as the
common grasses and as much more fat
and somewhat more carbohydrates.
Lambs intended for market may be fed
liberally on comas this tends to
put on fat. Swe lambs intended for
breeding should receive a ration
not more than half of which is corn.
Oats, bran and oil meal should make
up the other half of the grain
ration and furnish the necessary
protein and mineral matter to dev-
elop bone and muscle, essential to
a breeding animal.
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Problems
VIII
To get ewes and lambs on
pasture as early as possibl
IX - 1
To provide salt and water
for sheep pastures.
IX - 6
To detect and treat various
diseases which may attack
the flock.
oubj ect -Hatter
Animals pastured on soil rich in
lime develop better bone.
Salt -
1. Provides hydrochloric acid
for digestive juices of
stomach.
2. Supplies salt required
in blopd.
3. Stimulates secretions
and taste nerves and
leads to improvement in
appetite and gain in
weight.
Function of iodine in body and
storage in thyroid gland. Goitre
the result of an iodine shortage.
X - 2
To feed lambs properly after
wean ing.
Analysis of feed mixture rec-
ommended in this problem on
basis of summary of ' findings of
experiments embracing 265 lots
aggregating 5127 animals as to
protein and energy requirements
of lambs of different weights.
By comparative' study of the table of contents of Bull's
book and the facts of an iiaal feeding taken from the pro.l ect - cur-
riculum
.
the conclusions presented in the following table were
reached:
Table VIII
Comparison of .Facts of An imal Feeding in Sheep Proj ect-
Curriculum with Table of Contents of Standard Text Book (212)
Chapter in T ext Facts Covered in Proj ect - Curr iculum
1
II
Common farm feeds fed to sheep; oil meal
Composition of sheep at different ages
(212) Bull, Sleeter, Principles of Feeding Farm Animals"

i9l
III Not given
IV Ment ioned
V Covered
VI Touched upon
VII Empirical directions given
VIII Not given
IX See I
X Bran
XI Oil meal discussed briefly; cotton-
seed meal
XII wot given
XIII Not given
XIV Clover, alfalfa, soy bean, timothy
XV Corn stover
XVI Oat straw, wheat straw
XVII Not covered under Animal Feeding
XVIII Directions for making silage and
discussions of composition
XIX - XXII i Not given
It will be noted that the subj ect-iaatt er of Chapter V,
Function of the .tfgjid Nutri ents _in the Animal Body , is covered in
the proj ect-curriculum. This is a most important part of animal
feeding . Likewise the composition of common farm feeds and their
use in the ration is given. The chemical processes of digestion
as treated in Chapter III i3 not discussed in the project-curriculum
i
since it did not seem to arise as a need. Likewise the facts
treated in Chapters VI, VII and VIII were treated in an empirical
way or not at all, according to the needs of the project. From a
systematic viewpoint, the list of animal feeding facts may besaid
to be lacking in the points enumerated in this paragraph.
5. Animal Pathology
This may be defined as abnormal animal physiology . In
other words it is the physiology of the animal body ^in disease . It
has to do with the symptoms of disease and the post-mortem evidences.
The diseases which attack a given species of animal are dependent
to some extent on the anatomy and physiology of the animal. Since
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this differs to some extent we should expect that different animals
would be attacked by different diseases. This is the case and
since the facts of an imal pathology which are found in the project-
curriculum refer only to the diseases of sheep, we should expect
that they would not apply _in toto to non-ruminants for example, nor
perhaps to cattle since they are not covered with wool.
'rthen asked for a list of the animal diseases which are
of the greatest interest and importance, an Animal Patnologist (213)
gave the following :-
Tuberculosis
Infectious Abortion
Blackl eg
Glanders
Anthrax
Rabies
Hog Cholera
Distemper
Influenza
It will be noted in reading the project-curriculum facts in this
field, given below, that Infectious Aborti on is the only disease
in this list which is considered. These facts are here reproduced:-
Animal Pathology
Problems Sub.i ect -Matt er
IV - 2
To keep ewes in good health. Pneumonia is an inflammation of the
lungs. It may be:
1. Parasitic - caused by a lung
worm.
2. Traumatic - caused by
drenching and commonly known
as "mechanical pneumonia."
3. Common congestion of the
lungs, caused by exposure,
chills, wet weather, etc.
(213) Dr. Robert Graham, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
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Problems
IV - 3
To keep ewes from injuring
themselves or the unfrorn
lambs.
VI - 3
To feed the ewe, properly-
prior to lambing.
vi - 5
To care for the lamb.
oub.j ect -Mat ler
One of the effects of injury or
ill-health is abortion . This is
the expulsion of the foetus pre-
maturely in a dead or weakened
condition from which it does not
recover.
Classes -
1. Accidental - Injury to
foetus or mother
2. Enzootic - Infectious dis-
ease of mother. Infection
limited to farm or com-
munity
3. Infectious - Caused by
specific laicro-organism
A milk fever similar to that found
in the highly nourished dairy cow
has been observed in ewes. Recent
investigations indicate that it
is due to a toxin or poison which
is manufactured in the udder it-
self. Treatment consists of in-
flation of the udder wnich brings
pressure to bear on the tissues
of the udder and prevents the
absorption of this toxin.
White scours in lambs may be
caused by a micro-organism which
may in turn infect other lambs.
Sore eyes may be caused by bac-
terial infection.
Navel ill is caused by bacteria
which get into the cord at birth
or when it is severed. Symptoms
,
are easily recognized. The lamb
loses its appetite and becomes
dull. The stump of the cord assumes
a purplish color and contains pus.
Often the joints become enlarged.
Diarrhea sets in and death follows.
Scabs or poc-l ike sores on the
lambs lips may be due to infectious
mammitis, contracted from the
ewe's teats.
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Problems Sub.j ect -Mat t gr
VI - 6
To care for the ewe if nec- If the afterbirth is not cast it
essary. remains, undergoes decomposition
and causes disease. It is now be-
lieved that retent ion of the afte r-
birth may be due to inflammat ion
and swelling caused by a blow during
pregnancy. This loosens the after-
birth, causes a hemmorhage and in
some cases infection sets in. This
sets up inflammation and swelling of
the intimate connection between
mother and afterbirth so that the
latter is held. In other cases of
difficult parturition, the animal
may be so weakened as to have no
strength left to expel the after-
birth. Before strength is recovered
infection may. set in.
The secondary cause of mammit is
.
mastitis
.
garget or caked udder is
exposure to cold, bruises or in-
ability of the lamb to take enough
of the milk, causing a distension
of the udder and a weakening of the
tissues. The primary cause, how-
ever, is the entrance of some micro-
organisms into the teat and their
growth and development in the udder.
The bacteria may be introduced by
the bedding or the organisms may
be present in the milk but harmless
until the secondary causes operate
to render them pathogenic. The
symptoms are swelling, redness ,heat
,
pain, often dimunition of the milk
flow and even the formation of ab-
scesses. An infectious mammit is has
been observed in which the udders
became infected thru sores on the
lips of the lambs.
Phagocytosis - Hot fomentations,
counter-irritants in treatment of
mammit is ,• increase the number of
white corpuscles and hence promote
phagocytosis the battle between
bacteria and the white corpuscles.
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Problem3
VI - 7
To treat injuries and dis-
eases of both ewes and
lambs.
VII - 2
To castrate male lambs.
IX
To avoid bloat, if pos-
sible and to treat it,
if it occurs in the flock,
IX - 6
oub.i ect -Matter
History and theories regarding
Hemmorhagic Sept icaemia in sheep.
Symptoms of the diseases; post
mortem evidences. Treatment. The
theory of serums
.
vaccines and
bact erins .
The scrotum should be cut off high
enough up to prevent the formation
of a pocket which will not drain
and will be a seat of infection.
Bloat is due to fermentation of
wet green feed in first stomach
with formation of gas, causing
suffocation due to pressure or
rupturing of paunch, and bleeding
or in flamination resulting.
To detect and treat
various diseases which
may attack the flock
Symptoms of infestations of
1. Stomach worm
2. Grub in the head
3. Gid
4. Tape-worms
5. Lung worm
6. Kodule disease
7. Liver fluke
Causes of Goitre - Foot-rot
Causes of overheating of sheep
It can readily be seen that from the viewpoint of a
contribution to subject-matter bearing on animal diseases of univ-
ersal importance as indicated by this list, the project-curriculum
has little to offer. On the other hand much of the subject-matter
given relates to animals other than sheep, mavel - ill . milk- fever
.
ret ent ion of the after-birth
,
garget . and goitre attack other
animals, especially cattle, horses, and swine. Moreover many of the
pathologic facts given are of importance in other diseases. Es-
pecially is this true of the discussion of phagocytosis .
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6. Animal Medecine
This field is not difficult to define, altiio an outline
would necessarily be lengthy. No attempt will be made to compare
the field with the facts presented. Owing to the fact that both
are ruminants, facts concerning internal medecines usually apply
to both cattle and sheep. Since the latter are smaller, doses for
sheep are smaller than those for cattle. The wool covering of
sheep renders them susceptible to parasites which do not attack
cattle and calls for remedies which are not used with the latter*
On the other hand, the principles involved in the use of purgatives ,
normal salt solution for internal wounds, tincture of iodine and
enemas apply to all of the common domestic animals. A list of the
facts in Animal Medec ine found in the sheep pro.j ect
-
curriculum are
here given:
Animal Medecine
Problems Sub.j ect -Matter
IV - 2
To keep ewes in good health. Physics or purgatives are used to
relieve constipation. A recommended
physic for sheep consists of 2 oz.
of raw linseed oil and 4 oz. of
Epsom Salts.
V - 2
To provide all necessary Liquid sheep dip contains compounds
supplies for lambing. obtained from coal tar. They be-
long to a class of drugs which
destroy micro-organisms and par-
asites and are known as dis -
infectants .
Purgatives or cathartics are agents
which empty the bowels and remove
fecal or waste accumulations and
poisonous materials resulting from
bacterial infection and putre-
faction and fermentation of food
material in the intestines
occuring in indigestion.
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Problems Gubj get -Ma tier
They work as follows
1, Stimulate peristaltic action;
this is the muscular action
which Bends the food along
thru the intestines. In cases
of constipation t.iis movement
stops; in cases of colic, it
works spasmodically and
produces pain.
2. Physics may stimulate the ab-
sorption of fluids from the
various glands. This is due to
osmosis . The water pouring into
the intestine tends to carry
along the waste accumulations.
3« Purgatives may hinder ab-
sorption from the intestines
and hence by maintaining the
volume of fluid, flush out the
intest ines.
Mineral oil may also be used
as a purgative. Too large or
too frequent doses should be
avoided.
Tonics - Iron supplies the need in
the blood for a carrier of oxygen.
Gent ian stimulates the taste nerves,
thus improving the appetite and
indirectly causing dilation of the
blood vessels in the stomach and
stimulating salivary and gastric
secretions, furthermore the bitters
(gentian) stimulate gastric and
intestinal peristalsis.
Rectal In.i ect ions - These are fluid
douches of warm water and soap
with a teaspoonful of turpentine
per quart, and are used to empty
the lower bowels of fecal ac-
cululations. The turpentine is a
carminative; that is it assists in
the expulsion of the gas formed
in the intestines. It should never
be used without soap, which prevents
the turpentine from irritating the
mucous membrane. Care should be
taken not to force the fluid in too
ran idly as injury to the bowels may
result.
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Probl ems oubj ect -LIatt er
Tincture of Iodine - Thii is a dis-
infectant . 'in addition it is a slow,
moderate counter-irritant. When
applied to the skin, it sets up an
irritation counter to any irritation
below the skin. This causes con-
jestion of the blood vessels in the
immediate vicinity.
Slippery Elm - This with water forms
a slippery emulsion which is useful
in securing the expulsion of the
lamb from the ewe when thru pro-
longed parturition the water bag
has burst and the lamb becomes dry.
Boric Acid - This is a mild ant is -
ept ic and is used on the eyes be-
cause of its non-irritat ing
properties and its cheapness.
Normal Salt Solut ion Tablets make
a O.b or 0.9 % solution of chemically
pure common salt when dissolved in
the proper amount of water. It is
stimulating, cleansing, safe to use,
and will not cause irritation as
will antiseptic solutions.
vi - 5
To care for the lamb; Milk of magnesia may be used to
purge a lamb in case of scours and
a drop of formalin in a little milk
may be used to weaken or destroy
the organism causing the trouble.
Indigestion . as indicated by pain
and distress, may be relieved by
the use of a tablespoon of castor
oil as a purgative.
Boric Acid solution is a good
remedy to drop into sore eyes.
Tincture of Iodine may be injected
into an infected cord in case of
navel ill . Severe cases may be
treated by cutting out the diseased
cord. This is expensive for lambs.
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Problems
VI - 6
To care for ewe, if nee
essary.
VI - 7
To treat injuries and
diseases of "both ewes
and lambs.
VII - 1
To dock male and female
lambs
.
VII - 2
To castrate male lambs.
IX - 6
To detect and treat
various diseases which
may attack the flock.
subject -Matter
Hot No rmal Salt Solut ion injected
into the uterus in the case of
retention of the afterbirth has a
stimulating effect thru the in-
creasing of the number of wnite
corpuscles; mechanically cleanses
the uterus and stimulates normal
involution of the uterus, which
tenas to eject the after-birth. It
is also useful in cases of internal
laceration of the ewe.
*n drenching a sheep, a long necked
bottle should be used and the neck
of the bottle inserted in the siae
of the mouth and a small quantity
of the medicine poured in. The
head should not be tipped back and
the animal should be given an
opportunity to swallow before more
is poured into the mouth.
Strains, sprains or swellings about
the legs or feet causing lameness
may be treated by means of liniments,
counter-irritants or poultices.
These promote phagocytosis.
Tincture of iodine or sheep dip is
poured on the stump of the tail to
disinfect the wound.
Tincture of iodine or sheep dip is
poured into the scrotum after the
testicles have been removed to
disinfect the wound.
Use of sheep dip in killing maggots,
" " carbolized vaseline to heal
sores they make.
Gasoline treatment for stomach worm
Copper sulfate M "
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Problems oubj ect -Matter
Vermifuge for dogs
Iodine treatment for goitre
Copper sulfate treatment for foot rot
Use of strychnine in caees of over-
heating of sheep
7« An imal Anatomy
The reader has doubtless been impressed by tnis time
with the importance of animal anatomy and phys iolo^y in providing a
basis for the application of facts learned in connection with one
type of animal to other types. As has been stated anatomy treats
of tne structure (bone, muscle, etc.) of the body wh i1 e phys i u 1
o
&y
deals with the functions of the several parts. Tne structure of
the alimentary tract of a ruminant must be understood before facts
regarding feeds for it . or regarding the use of int ernal medicines
can be understood.
Naturally the anatomy of each species of animal is dif-
ferent. Each has certain organs and m&mbers, to be sure, and within
limits, these are located in approximately the same parts of the
body. And yet, the differences make it necessary to know each
animal. It is unnecessary to give any account of the chief topics
to be found in a systematic organization of the field, inasmuch as
the facts found in the project-curriculum are relatively few. The
reader will look in vain for facts relating to the structure of the
animal body upon which principles of judging depend. These facts
are to be found in the sheep husbandry list since it was felt that
they involved a knowledge of physiology of less than secondary grade ,
which could not be included under an imal phys iology .
The following facts of an imal anatomy which were found,
relate only to the male and female reproductive organs of sheep.
There is considerable similarity between them and those of cattle.
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Animal Anatomy
Problems Sub.j ect-Matt er
VI - 1
To recognize symptoms of
approaching lambing.
-
Structure of reproductive
organs of the ewe.
Uterus is back of pelvic arch;
horns of uterus connect with
ovaries. Ova pass down into
uterus.
VII - 2
To castrate male lambs. Structure of scrotum and tes-
ticles of ram.
8. An imal Obstetrics
This field is closely allied to divisions of anatomy
and physiology relating to the female reproductive organs. The
dependence upon these divisions makes the problem of obstetrics
different for each kind of animal. Certain facts, however, are
common. The definition of normal parturition which appears in the
project-curriculum is one of these common facts; the facts regarding
the eversion of the vagina or uterus, also belong in this category.
The complete list of facts follows . —
Animal Obstetrics
Probl ems Sub.i ect-Matt er
VI - 4
To assist ewe in lambing if
necessary.
Birth or normal parturition has
been defined as the expulsion of
the living foetus at the natural
time without artificial assistance
and in a state of development
which enables it to live. If
labor is prolonged the first step
is to ascertain whether or not
the lamb is in normal position.
This is with fore feet extended
and nose between forelegs.
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Problems
vi - 5
To care for lamb
SubJ ect - Mat ter
If hind logs are fully extended, it
may be best not to disturb this
position as lambs in this position
are often expelled safely. If the
legs are doubled under it may be
necessary to get them up. Cording
the legs may serve to assist in
getting them back into the passage
if it becomes necessary to push
them back. Trim the nails and bathe
the hand and ar» in an antiseptic
before introducing it into the ev/e
to manipulate the lamb. This will
prevent laceration and the intro-
duction of germs into the ewe. In
manipulating the lamb, it will be
easier if the hind parts of the ewe
are raised, permitting the lamb to
fall back behind the pelvic arch
where there will be more room. The
slippery elm solution may be of value
if the lamb becomes dry. After the
head and forelegs are delivered,
further assistance is seldom nec-
essary. \Shere it is necessary, the
operator should press in on the
vulva and pull downward toward the
ewe*s udder.
Lamb may not be breathing when born;
Wiping off mucous, blowing in mouth
and gently slapping chest, may
start breathing. This may be con-
tinued as long as heart is still
beating. Altho, if not successful in
the first two or three minutes, it
will seldom succeed. If present it
may be best to sever umbilical cord
about four inches from the lamb's
body. This will prevent its stepping
on it and tearing it off close to
the body or the ewe biting it off,
causing rupture or its trailing on
the feround and becoming infected.
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Problems Suta.j ect -Matter
VI - 6
To care for the ewe if ffvers ion of vagina , uterus or both
necessary. can best be explained by comparing
it to the pulling of a coat sleeve
inside out thru the arm hole. The
organ should be carefully cleansed
with normal salt solution and then
carefully worked back. In replacing
the organs, the ewe should be laid
on her back and an assistant should
grasp her hind legs and lift them
about a foot from the ground. Unless
the organs have been torn a large
volume of the solution should be
poured into the replaced organ.
This will further cleanse it and the
efforts of the ewe to expel the
liquid will tend to fix the organ
in place. It may be necessary to
use straps to prevent its coming
out again.
9. Animal Sanitation and Hygiene
This field contains, perhaps, more facts of importance
in all husbandries than any other previously mentioned. It contains
facts relating to the maintaining of the surroundings of the animal
in a sanitary condition and the animal in a state of health. An
authority (214) believes that Animal Sanitation and Hygiene should
include the following topics :-
1. Housing - Location of buildings, ventilation, sun-
shine, cleanliness, avoiding overcrowding, facilities
for exercise.
2. Isolation and segregation of cases of disease.
3. Use of disinfectants.
4. Keeping feed wholesome.
The facts of this field found in the project-curriculum are as
follows :-
^14J finlYer§ityGof^ College of AgricuirureT
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Animal Sanitation and Hyg i en
e
Problems Sub.j ec t -Matter
II - 2
Provision of shelter, yards Shelter should be dry, clean and
and feeding equipment. well-ventilated. Wet spots be-
come breeding places fbr disease,
induce colds and may cause foot-
rot. Fresh air contains oxygen,
essential for life and health.
Sunlight is a good disinfectant.
IV - 2
To keep ewes in good health. Pa. Exp. Station states that
"exercise and care of breeding
ewes are as important as feeds in H
increasing the percentage of lambs.
Exercise is necessary to insure
proper circulation of the blood
and proper functioning of the
lungs and digestive organs. Lack
of exercise may result in con-
stipation which is failure of the
proper muscles to act to expel
the feces.
Proper ventilation provides for
a constant and adequate supply of
oxygen which is necessary in
maintaining the proper temperature
of the body as well as in pro-
viding an adequate supply of
energy.
V - 1
To provide adequate lambing Air, sunlight and heat are nat-
quarters. urally the best disinfectants.
Air scatters and dilutes micro-
organisms and renders them more
or less incapable of producing
disease. Disinfectants or germ-
icides are agents which destroy
micro-organisms, causing in-
fections and contagious diseases,
fermentation and putrefaction. —
Antiseptics are agents which
prevent or retard the growth and
development of the micro-organisms
causing putrefaction, fermentation
and disease.
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vi - 6
Problems Sub.j ect -Matter
To care for the ewe,
if necessary.
vil - 3
To keep lambs growing.
Ewe should be carefully protected
from draughts and provided with
water that has been warmed, if
possible; as she needs all of her
energy and should not be required
to use part of it to warm the
water.
..Troughs for lambs should be kept
sweet and c 1_e_an . Lime water should
be used to absorb the products of
decomposition giving rise to dis-
agreeable odors.
Lambs should be turned out on
pasture as soon as possible. The
exercise will be beneficial and
the coarse, bulky feeds will help
to keep them in good condition.
ix - 3
To provide summer shelter
for the flock.
Shelter is necessary to protect
from:
1. Heavy rains
2. Excessive sunshine
3. Flies
In examining this series of facts in the light of the
outline of the field supplied, we find that the general facts of
ho us ing , such as ventilat ion . sunsh ine
.
cleanliness and exerc ise
are quite well covered. Empirical facts concerning the amount of
space required per ewe were given under sheep husbandry inasmuch
as they were of value only in connection with sheep. The function
and use of dis inf ectants and ant is eptics were discussed but details
of amounts and kinds were included among the facts of animal
medecine. The facts regarding the use of lime-water in keeping
troughs sweet would come under keeping feed wholesome in the out-
line supplied.
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B - Related Agricultural Sub.j ects
II - Farm Management
Altho this is a comparatively new field, its leaders
have not been slow to define it. It has been defined (215) &s
H th.at field of study concerned with the application of the prin-
ciples of economics on the one hand and the principles of the
various technical, agricultural sciences on the other, with a view
to coordinating and unifying them in such a way as to produce max-
imum profits in the business of farming. It is concerned with the
application of the principles of management to farm business in
general and to special types of farming, The author of this
definition divides the field as follows
1. Farm Organization
a. Financial Organization - Distribution of
Investments
b. Physical Organization - Arrangement of farm-
stead and fields
c. Productive Organization - Correlation of live-
stock and cropping systems
2. Farm Operation and Administration
a. Planning of work
b. Execution of work
c. Record-keeping
The following facts of farm management were found in the pro.i ect -
curriculum:
(215) Lecture notes of Prof. W. F. Handschin, Head of Department of
Farm Organization and Management, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
«
Parm Management
.07
Problems and Sub -Problems
1. V/hy should I raise sheep?
2. Equipment necessary:
a. Land
I - 5-To keep accounts
Subj ect-Mat ter
Double income from sheep comes
twice a year.
Sneep consume 90% of common weeds,
Cost of maintenance on pasture
about one-half that in winter
quarters ( Pa. Exp. Station An. Kept,
Inventory of flock
w
" buildings and equip-
ment
Sheep purchased
Miscellaneous notes
Labor record
II - 5 - To keep accounts
III - 3 - To keep account)
Peed and materials purchased
Peed consumed
Labor record
Breeding record
Miscellaneous notes
Peed and material purchased
Labor record
Peed consumed
Miscellaneous notes
IV - 4 - To keep accounts
V - 3 - To keep accounts
VI - 8 - To keep accounts
VII - 3 - To keep lambs
growing.
VII - 4 - To keep accounts
Peeding records
Labor records
Peeds and supplies purchased
Miscellaneous notes
Supplies purchased
Labor records
Peed record
Miscellaneous notes
Supplies purchased
Labor records
Peed records
Lambing records
Miscellaneous notes
Parmer has more time in February
and March for lambing.
Market demand for lambs weighing
65 - 70# is generally good in
June and July.
Labor record
Peed record
Supplies purchased
Miscellaneous notes
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Problems and Sub -Probl ems
VIII - 2 - To shear the ewes Pa. Exp. Station found that with
a 100% lamb crop, the income from
wool varied from 28. 9# to 39.2% of
the total incoi/ie.
^ubj ect-Matter
VIII - 5 - To keep accounts Receipts from wool
Feed and labor record
Supplies purchased
Miscellaneous notes
ix - 7 - To keep accounts Feed and labor record
Supplies purchased
Miscellaneous notes
x - 5 - To keep accounts Feed and labor record
Miscellaneous notes
Sheep and wool cold
Inventory of sheep and buildings
Financial summary
It will be noted that most of the facts recorded refer
to the keeping of records and hence belong under that topic of the
outline. The facts regarding the productivity of cheep and their
ability as weed- consumers would doubtless come under JLc - Productive
Organ izat ion in the outline. The question of when _is the best t ime
to have the lambs come is settled with reference to the yearly
labor distribution and hence should be placed under 2a - Planning
of work . The market ing _of the lambs comes under 2b - Bxecut ion of
the work * The farm management curriculum therefore will consist
of little else but the record-keeping. The same type of records
may be used, however, for practically all kinds of livestock and
the principles involved in determining profit and loss are the same
in all cases.
those included under horticulture. (2l6) It may include such sub-
fields as farm machinery and farm engineering . A survey of the
field would probably yield the following sub-fields:
( 216) These generally TncTude garden, small fruit, l>Tchard and
similar crops.
^
III. Agronomy
This field relates to the culture of crops other than
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1. Farm Crops 6. Plant Physiology
a. Grain 7. Soil Biology
b. Forage
1. Pasture
2. Hay
2. Soil fertility
3. Soil Pnysics
4. Plant Breeding
5. Plant Pathology
The facts which follow belong in the first three of these sub-fields.
1. Farm Crops
The following farm crops facts occur in the proj ect-curriculum:-
Farm Crops
Problems
III - 1 - Provision of stock
of suitable feeds.
VIII - 1 - To get ewes and
lambs on good pasture
as early as possible.
Sub.j ect -Mat ter
Legumes which take nitrogen out of
the air.
An ideal pasture will provide a
maximum amount of feed, of the
proper proportion of nutrients,
under extreme conditions for as
long a feeding period as possible.
This will necessarily be a mixture
of top and bo itom grasses . and
early and late varieties . Plants
which thrive in wet seasons as
well as those adapted to dry
weather must also be included. A
recommended mixture is:
Seed
Alfalfa
Sweet clover
Alsike
White clover
T imothy
Amount
4 pounds
4 "
4 »
1
4 "
This mixture may be seeded along in
the spring or sown with -g- - 1
bushel of oats per acre. The oats
may be pastured or cut for hay.
Description of the culture , habits
of growth . soil requirements . and
feeding value of each const ituent
wh i ch make it valuable as a sneep
pasture .
The culture , hab its of growth , soil
requirements and feeding value of
Kant.nnVy hlua g-ypftfl r«pa anH Tori t.rm.
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Problems Subj ect - Matter
The Function of tlie Seed Bed.
How the plant feeds
Aside from a discussion of how the plant feeds, (217)
the facts as recorded refer chiefly to pastures . altho some facts
regarding the culture of the different pasture plants would be of
value in connection with the use of these plants for hay. The
plants discussed are of the greatest economic importance.
2. Soil fertility
The core of this field from the Illinois point of view,
at least, is MA Permanent System of Agriculture," in which legumes
supply nitrogen . raw rock phosphate supplies phosphorus and 1 ime-
stone is used primarily to keep down so il acidity . Crops are
either fed and the manure returned to the soil as in a livestock
system or grain is raised and sold and the fertility removed is
replaced thru additional nitrogen and phosphorus from legumes and
rock phosphate
. The following soil fertility facts do not, of
course, go into the details of planning such a system of soil man-
agement but the principles are covered.
Soil Fertility
Problems and Sub -Problems Sub.j ect -Matter
1. Why should I raise sheep? 1. Basis for manure value
a. iUtrogen b. Phosphorus
c. Potassium
2. Comparison of value of sheep
and other manures
II - 1 - Provision of stock Legumes which take nitrogen out
of suitable feeds. of the air.
(217) This might have been classified as botany or agricultural
botany .

Problems and Sub -Problems
VIII - 1 - To get ewes and lambs
on pasture as early as
possible
.
*11
Subj ect -Matt er
Ten chemical elements are
essential for plant growth. All
but three, nitrogen
,
phosphoruB
.
and potass ium are present in
soils in such amounts as to
make depletion practically im-
possible.
Animals return about three-
fourths of these elements to
tlie soil in the manure .
Legumes take nitrogen out of the
air.
Phosphorus can be purchased as
raw rock phosphate . a compound
of calc ium
,
phosphorus and
oxygen . It is necessary to plow
tnis under with green or animal
manure to dissolve it.
Limestone supplies needed cal-
cium and makes the soil sweet,
which is necessary for the
growth of most plants.
3 . So il Physics
These facts as given below are so few that a survey of
the field seems unnecessary. Capillarity . adhes ion and the relat ion
between s ize of so il particle and water-holding capacity of soils
are three very important facts of so il physics .
Soil Physics
Problems Sub.j ect -Matter
VIII - 1 - To get ewes and Soil particles become coated with
lambs on pasture as s-oil water by reason of adhesion
early as possible. and capillarity . A dust mulch
checks capillarity and hence
prevents loss of moisture by
evaporation. The smaller the soil
particle, the larger the surface
area to be coated with moisture.
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C. Other Related SubJ ects
ly.History (2l8)
A critical curriculum specialist who reads this section
may feel disposed to criticize the inclusion of these items of
history in a vocational curriculum. The writer must confess that he
cannot defend the use of these facts on narrow utilitarian grounds.
As has been stated elsewhere in the dissertation, the introduction
to the project-text set forth the pupils' aims in undertaking the
project and to uae a commercial term attempted to "sell the project
to the pupil." The history facts were part of this attempt at
motivation.
In Spain, commercial history at one period was hound up
with the history of the Merino sheep and many of the present-day
characteristics of that breed, especially the close- flocking in -
st inct and the endurance , are a direct outcome of the custom of
driving large bands of Merinos from one end of Spain to the other.
Further, the Napoleonic conquest of Spain led to the dispersal of
these flocks to other countries; a thing forbidden under the Spanish
regime.
Again, the rise of the breeds of English sheep were a
result of early iSnglish political, social and commercial conditions.
In the United States, the Embargo Act of 1807 and the Development
of the Woolen Industry were political and commercial facts of great
importance to the sheep industry.
(218) In discussing this and other of the "Other Related Subjects,"
it was not deemed necessary even to allude to the scope of
the field of the subject under discussion, on account of the
few facts which the analysis revealed.
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It was felt that a knowledge of these facts could not
but impress a certain type of pupil with the importance of the
sheep industry and the value of a sheep project. A summary of the
facts follows :-
History
Problems Sub-.i ect -Matt er
Introduction Spa in
Early history of the Merino
Sheep
tfti^land
Black Death of 1348
Rise of woolen manufacturing
(1327 - 1377)
Work of Robert Bakewell
United States
.Embargo Act of 1807
Development of woolen industry
V* Zoology
The facts recorded below belong almost entirely to a
sub-field known as paras it ology . This field is of great importance
in the study of diseases of human beings and animals. Naturally
each animal has its own parasites since each parasite has found
that host whose anatomy and phys iolo^y are best suited to the life
history of that parasite. Inasmuch as the facts here recorded refer
only to sheep, they would have little intrinsic value in connection
with other animals. On the other hand, there are certain facts
common to the life history of all parasites, such as the stages of
a life history and methods of feeding and breathing .
The sheep tick, louse, bot-fly and maggot fly are par-
asitic insects and the facts regarding them belong in that sub-field
known as entomology
. The facts under discussion follow:-
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I •
II
SoolQj ;y
Probi ems
1 - 2 - Natives or westerns?
SubJ act-Mattar
Life history of storaach worm
To exterminate external
paras ites
.
IX - 4 - To keep pastures in
a healthy condition and
to make the best U3e of
them.
IX - 6 - To detect and treat
various diseases which
may attack the flock.
Appearance of sheep lice and
sheep ticks.
Methods of feeding
" " breathing
It required two weeks for eggs
of the stomach worm to hatch.
Life history of maggot fly. How
the stomach worm feeds.
Life history of tape worms
( general)
Life history of sheep bot-fly
Life history of liver fluke
VI , Chemistry
It is not to be expected that the analysis of the project
curriculum would yield a large number of facts in this extensive
field. The facts which were found, however, are of widespread ag-
ricultural Importance if not of universal interest. The chemical
changes which .take, place .in nature form the foundation for an under-
standing of many phenomena of vocational and cultural importance.
The chemical basis for the salt - craving of human beings and animals
is of interest and importance as well as the act i on of . litmus papqr
and the chemical basis for blue and red blood* These facts are
summarized below:
Chemistry
Subj ect-Matt erProblems
III - Introduction Decay in soil produces simple
compounds which are built up into
more complex compounds in plants
and then in animals. Carbon
dioxide taken from air, water
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Problems Subj ect -Matt tf r
from soil; energy from sun,
builds these into sugars and
starches.
1. Classes of food nutrients -
Water, ash, proteins, car-
bohydrates, and fats
2. Where found in plants and
their products
3. Function of each in plants
4. " " " " animals
V - 2 - To provide all necessary
supplies rfor lambing.
Oxygen is carried in the blood
by an iron compound known as
haemoglobin. Combined with ox-
ygen it has a red color; com-
bined with carbon dioxide it
has a blue color.
VIII - 1 - To get ewes and lambs
on pasture as early as
poss ible.
IX - 1 - To provide salt and water
for sheep on pasture.
Acid in soil turns litmus paper
from a blue to a pink
Salt or sodium chloride is made
up of two chemical elements,
sodium and chlorine *
Vegetable material contains
large amount of potassium salts,
especially of potassium sulphate.
When sodium chloride and pot -
ass ium sulphate are mixed in
solution, they break up and
some potassium chloride and
some sodium sulphate, are formed.
These are foreign or waste pro-
ducts and are excreted hence
removing sodium chloride from
the body and requiring fresh
supplies.
VII* Physics
An examination of the topics and statements contained
in the analysis which follows will show that an understanding of
the following physical phenomena was found to be necessary in con-
nection with the 3heep pro.i ect -curr iculum:-
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1. Osmosis
2. Conduction of heat
3. Adhesion
4. Capillarity
5. Vaporization
This constitutes, of course, only a portion of that part of physicB
known as the mechanics of Ai^.uids and gases , which in turn, is hut
a portion of the whole field. On the other hand from the viewpoint
of utility, these facts can be regarded as most important. The
analysis follows
Phys icB
II
IV
Problems
2 - To exterminate ex-
ternal parasites
2 - To keep ewes in good
health
To provide all necessary
supplies for lambing.
Subj ect -Matter
VIII To get ewes and lambs
on pasture as early as
possible
IX - 1 - To provide salt and water
for sheep pastures.
Dips pass thru skin of parasites
by means of osmos ia .
The air spaces in the wool which
are non-conductors of heat, may
also serve to conduct water to
the skin.
By means of osmos is , the intro-
duction of salts into the in-
testines causing the absorption
of water thru the intestinal
walls until the concentration
of the solution in the intestines
is equal to the concentration
in the blood vessels and sur-
rounding glands.
Adhesion and capillarity . used
to explain coating of soil
particles with water and rise
of water in soil. Vaporization,
to explain loss of soil moist-
ure.
Common salt provides large per-
cent of osmotic pressure by
means of which the fluids oftne body are moved.
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vttt
t
Manua l Training
The inclusion of this material under the head of Farm
Shop Work, which would have been a "Related Agricultural Subject,"
might be justified. It was placed under Manual Training for two
reasons
1. The analysis shows that it deals primarily with
technique used in manual training.
2. It is the opinion of the writer that in schools
which offer manual training and in which such
material would be appropriate, it would be taught
in the manual training department. As will be
noted it includes some of the fundamental operation
in wood-working. The material follows
Manual Training
Problems Sub.j ect -Matter
II - 2 - To provide shelter, Making working drawings
yards and feeding " lumber bill
equipment. Use of hammer, saw cross-cut and
rip; square, carpenter's pencil,
brace and bit, key-hole saw,
compass.
Laying out pieces
Squaring up ends of pieces
Sawing
Nailing
Squaring up pieces nailed at
right angles
Applying hinges with screws
Drawing a circle
IX - 3 - To provide summer Portable shelters may be made
shelter for flock from light lumber and burlap or
roofing paper.
Conclus ions Regarding The Analysis
The analysis seems to indicate that there are certain
large groups of facts regarding an imal feeding , an imal breeding ,
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and animal sanitation and hygiene which are common to all animals
and which can be taught in connection with a part icular husbandry
pro j ect . The application of these facts to other animals is a
question of technique of teaching. .Facts of animal anatomy
,
phy3 i-
ology
.
patnology
.
obstetrics and medec ine vary with different an-
imals. Likewise, facts regarding breeds are not common. A sheep
husbandry project therefore can take the place of a general course
in animal husbandry
. if the latter is to be confined to the first
three sub-fields mentioned (animal feeding , breeding , and sanitat ion
and hygiene * ) The topics omitted might be given in a systematic
course which could follow or accompany the project work. In order
to substantiate this opinion it will be necessary to compare the
work of a number of groups of pupils working on husbandry projects
with that of a number who are taking an approved general course in
animal husbandry. The conclusions reached from a consideration of
the "Other Related Subjects" are embodied in the next topic.
Suggestions ffor a Course in General Sc ience
The question of the function of a course in general
science is still a matter of dispute in some quarters. There is a
growing feeling that it has as close a relation to agricultural in-
struction as to any other vocation or group of studies. (219) As a
result of the experience of the writer in constructing and teaching
a sheep pro.1 ect - curr iculum , he is ready to offer some suggestions
(219) The Report of A Committee of the American Association for the
Advancement of Agricultural Teaching at Baltimore, Md.-,
Jan. 1, 1919, printed in Bureau of Education Bulletin 00(1919;
pp. 40-43, states that:-
1. General Science has come to stay as a ninth grade subject.
2. The chief weakness of General Science is the character of
its subject-matter.
3. In fifteen percent of the 58 schools investigated, it is
taught by agricultural college graduates.
4. It has a place as a tool to be used in agricultural work.
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for such a course in a high school with a vocational agricultural
curriculum. The analysis of the curriculum reveals the fact that
practice in sheep husbandry depends to some extent upon certain
scientific principles which lie in a co-nparat ively few fields. A
preliminary study of these phenomena would be of service in in-
suring an understanding of them when they were required in the
course of the project. It is riot to be expected, of course, that
this will make unnecessary all but the mention of the phenomena
when the point of its use in the project is reached. The general
science teacher should utilize its application in the project in
first teaching it and it will be necessary for the agricultural
teacher to review it. This was clearly demonstrated when the writer
attempted to utilize facts learned in a general science course and
in physiology taught in the grades. Such team work as has been
suggested will be effective in fixing the facts in the minds of the
pupils.
Prom the foregoing statements it seems clear that there
in
is a placeAthe first ye?r of a vocational agricultural curriculum
for a course in general science which will include such units of
related sub.i ect -matter as may be required in the projects to be
undertaken. Such a course might even include certain elementary
the
facts which according to^technique of analysis used were found to
lie in fields of technical agriculture.
The following table shows the topics which might be
included in such a course if animal husbandry proj ects are con-
templated and the topics which relate only to sheep projects.
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Table IX - Topics To Be Included in a General Science
Course Preparatory for Animal Husbandry or oneep Husbandry Projects.
Topic •i'leld in which
Topic lies
Preparatory for
Life history stomach-worm Zoology Sheep Husbandry
" " sheep louse n ii
"
" sheep ticks > ii ii
" " maggot fly it M
M
" tape worms it II
" sheep bot fly ii II
Carbon dioxide cycle Chemistry Animal Husbandry
Nitrogen H n
Classes of food nutrients II n
Carrying of oxygen by blood II , ii
Use of litmus paper in
testing soil •i
Sodium chloride -
Its importance it \ M
UBIuOs AS :
Conduction of heat » H ; ii
Adhesion 11 ; ••
Capillarity H ! "
Vaporization II ; it
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It will be noted that all but the zoology facts might
apply to animal husbandry in general. They are of wide educational
value as well. Many of tnem are doubtless included in general
science curricula. The inclusion of all these topics in any general
science curriculum, could be justified from the viewpoint of their
value as matters of broad, general interest. It is quite probable
that certain parasites and insects could be chosen for type studies
and could be taught in such a way as to enable the pupil to grasp
the facts regarding such organisms as he might encounter in the
course of his project, with a minimum of effort. A treatment of
this topic is quite outside of the limits of this dissertation.
In addition to the topics shown in Table IX, the facts
of Animal Husbandry, determined by the analysis and shown in the
accompanying table might be included in such a course.
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Table X - An imal Husbandry Topics Which xli^ht Be
Included, ir. a General be ience Course Preparatory
For Animal husbandry or bneeP husbandry Pro.i ects
Topic Sub- Si eld Preparatory For
Theory of Reproduction Animal Breeding Animal Husbandry Projects
Phagocytosis Animal Pathology II II M
Theory of serums,
bacterins and vaccines it it II II II
Structure of alimentary
CallcL X vj J. 1 1*111 ±1 la. ll L ©
and non- ruminants Animal Anatomy II II II
Structure of repro-
ductive organs of
domestic animals ti it II H II
Exercise - Its function Animal Sani-
tation and
Hygiene
II II II
Ventilation - Its
importance ii ii II II II
Disinfectants and
ant isept ics it ii II II II
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C H A P T J5 R VII
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions reached in the five preceding chapters
are here brought together for brief discussion and summar izat ion
:
1. The term pro.i ect - curriculum is proposed to dis-
tinguish a curriculum organized for development by the project
method from a curriculum in the same field which is to be taught
in a logical or systematic way. (220) This and other curriculum
studies have clearly demonstrated that the content of curricula con-
structed from the viewpoint of use is different from that of a
systematic organization of the field.
2. The first step in the construction of a pro.i ect -
curriculum is to determine which of the several major objectives or
aims of education are to be wholly or partially realized by means
of it. These aims must then be analyzed until secondary or prox-
imate aims closely related to the project are obtained. In the case
of the sheep husban dry pro.i ect - curriculum , an analysis of the aim
wealth gave value and cost of pro,duct ion as proximate aims. These
(220) It is appreciated that the use of the terms » logical* and
systematic* to designate such a curriculum carries with it
the implication that a project-curriculum can be neither
* logical* nor * systemat ic ' . It is not the intention of the
writer to convey such an impression. The terms have acquired
a certain connotation owing to their use by writers on the
subject and are employed here and elsewhere in the dissertation
for want of better ones.
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aims furnish motivation for the project.
The second step in the construction of a pro.i ect -
curriculum in sheep husbandry or any other field which lends itself
to similar treatment, is to make a calen dar of operat ions . Tnis is
an enumeration, in sequential order, of all of the planning and
action which is likely to be necessary in the course of the project.
It must be gathered from personal contact with the activities of the
project and supplemented by the opinions of experts and the results
of scientific investigations.
The third step is to cast this cal en dar of operations
into a series of problems and sub - problems . Owing to the problem-
atic nature of the project, from the viewpoint of technique of
teaching, the approach to the pupil is thru the problem which
actually confronts him.
The fourth step is the determination of all of the pos-
sible solut ions for each of the sub-problems. In many cases there
will be alternatives or even more than two solutions.
The fifth step in the construction of a pro.1 ect - cur-
riculum is to find the basic facts upon which the solutions depend.
The degree to wnich this search will be carried depends upon the^
educational status of the group for whom the project-curriculum is
being organized. The facts will be found to group tiiemselves into
three classes:-
a. Facts of science, based upon experimental evidence
b. Opinions of experts
c. Generally recognized practice
This step makes the pro.i ect - curriculum a thoroly educational vehicle
for enabling the pupil to apply old experience to a new situation.
It aims to assist the pupil to solve a slightly different problem
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some time in the future. Without these basic facts
. trie pupil
might either blindly follow a single solution where offered, or
guess at the proper one where several were suggested.
For convenience, the problems
.
solut ions and bas ic
facts may be arranged in a three column syllabus. The references
for all basic facts should be clearly stated. The syllabus may be
taught by the use of reference material, or a project-text embodying
this material may be written. This may be organized with problems
as chapter heads and sub -problems as s ub
-
heads. Solutions and
bas ic-facts may be inter-woven in acceptable style under the heading
Helps For Solution . These will appear under each sub - problem . A
treatment of aims may serve as an introduction to the project-text.
3. The relation between curriculum and teach ing process
is so close in the case of a project and the success of a pro.i ect-
curr icuium is so dependent upon the proper technique of teaching,
that the following suggestions for teaching the project-curriculum
are considered to be a relevant part of the conclusions which were
drawn from the study.
The problems of the pro.i ect-curriculum should be dev-
eloped according to the recognized technique of a development lesson
somewhat in advance of the time they are to be met and solved. The
class, on paper and blackboard, should make use of the three column
"specific" for marshalling what facts they already possess or can
obtain from accessible reference sources. When the pupil has ex-
hausted his resources and feels tiie need for subject-matter, the
teacher may place in kis hands that portion of the project-text
bearing on the problem under discussion. This may be discussed in a
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"Supervised Study" meeting of the class. From this point on, the
project-text may be handled like any other text book. In cases
where each member of a group is conducting a different type of
project, it might be possible to use this technique in personal
conferences rather than class discussions.
Observation lessons of individual and class types are
useful. There' may even be a place for drill in connection with a
study of the project-text. A careful diary, and records and fin-
ancial accounts of the project should be kept and made the basis for
a final report of the project.
4. The analysis of the pro.i ect -curriculum in sheep
husbandry indicates that the sub - fields of an imal husbandry known
as animal feeding , an imal breeding and an imal sanitation and hyg i en e
are covered in such a way that facts applicable to all husbandries
(horse, cattle, swine, etc.) are included. This is not true to the
same degree of the sub-fields of animal ph.ys io 1 ogy . an imal anatomy
,
an imal medecine and animal obstetrics . where the facts were found
to relate largely to sheep. The first three sub-fields mentioned
together with special facts regarding the history and characteristics
of each breed of livestock constitute the content of the average
secondary school course in animal husbandry. With these facts in
mind, it can be safely stated that a proj ect -c urriculum in sheep
husbandry compares quite favorably in content-value with a general
curriculum in an imal husbandry.
5. Facts regarding livestock cost accounting in farm
management ; pasture crops in farm crops ; fundamental facts regarding
the maintenance of so il fertility in that field; and a few facts
of soil phys ics were found to constitute the curriculum in relat ed
agricultural subjects.
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6. .Fact 3 from the fields of zoology
.
physics
, chemistry
and mar.ual tra ining with a few historical references were found by
an analysis of the pro.i ect-curr icul um to constitute the curriculum
in other related sub.j ects *
7« A course in General Science for first-year pupils in
vocational agriculture is suggested. The curriculum should include
such topics in the several fields as will he used later in project
work. The topics suggested for such a course preparatory for sheep
husbandry projects as well as for other husbandry projects are those
which an analysis of the pro.i ect-curriculum in sheep husbandry
showed to be necessary.
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James Henry . Greene , son of Dr. Joel H. and Martha
T. Greene, was born in Dubuque, Iowa, May 25, 1886. His elementary
and high school education was received in the schools of that city.
He attended the University of Chicago in 1904-05 and 1905-06,
entered the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois in the
fall of 1906 and received the B. S. degree in 1908. The next two
years were spent in farming in Dickey County, jj. D.
In 1910, he became an instructor and later principal
in the Garrett, Indiana, High School. This position he held for
three years and then became Superintendent of Schools at La Grange,
Indiana, where he remained until 1915» During the summers of 1910-
1914, inclusive, he was a graduate student in animal husbandry at
the University of Illinois and received the M. S. degree in 1915*
That year he accepted the position of State Leader in Junior Ext-
ension, in the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, which
position he holds at the present time. During the years of 1916-17,
1917-18, 1918-19, and 1919-20, he was a graduate student in education
at the University of Illinois.
He has published twenty articles on Junior Agri-
cultural Extension Y/ork in Volumes XXXII and XXXIII of School News.



